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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Statement of ·the problem 

A major preble.~ in sensory physiology is the determination of the 

relationship between afferent neural discharg~ and sensory perception. 

Of central importance to this issue is the examination of afferent neural 

coding how the specific characteristics of a sensory event .are 

represented within the nervous system. This study specifically addresses 

the problem of how precise information about stimulus location and 

stimulus intensity is encoded in the activity of first order nerve fibe~s 

of the r~ccoon. In this endeavor, a coding problem which is common to 

all sensory domains is addressed - namely, how each system is able to 

uniquely represent many discriminably different stimuli with a limited 

number of differentially sensitive neural elements. 

Coding is not a new theme in scientific literature; various aspects 

of coding, whether referred to as such or not, have interested scientists 

and philosophers throughout history.. Historically, the predominant point 

of view, reflected in modern literature by the principle of the "labeled 

line" as expounded by Builock (1965) and Mountcastle (1967 and 1974), is 

an extension ·Of the Mullerian doctrine of specific nerve energieR 

1 
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( Mu 11 e r , 1 8 3 8 ) • According to labeled line theory, each class of 

sensation (modality or submoda.!.it_y) is assumed to be subserved by a 

homogeneous group of mutually exclusive, function-specific neurons. 

Activity of a particular neuron is thought to be 'labeled' in its meaning 

to the organism by the singular stimulus to which it is most sensitive. 

As a consequence of the widespread acceptance of this theory, most 

studies of neural activity in sensory systems have been confined to 

defining the characteristics of single neurons. 

The skin senses are perhaps particularly attractive to classical 

theorists since stimulation of normal skin, which contains a variety of 

morphologically defined receptor types, can elicit a variety of 

sensations. ~ vast amount of information has accumulated from studies of 

the somatosensory system.* A sizable portion of these studies, is devoted 

to the elucidation of the properties of first. order mechanosensi tive 

nerve fibers. The majority of the latter group of studies address 

questions about the properties of individual fibers and their ability to 

transmit information about one or another aspect of a carefully 

controlled stimulus. 

= = = = 

* See, for example, Lederman, S. J. Touch: a. computerized bibliography. 

Perceptual and Motor Skills, 45: 287-291, 1977. 
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Two major themes dominate the literature devoted 'to fir$t order 

mechanosensitive nerve fibers, both of which have· resulted from the 

influence of the traditional view of neuronal specificity. Firstly, 

there has been a long history of attempts to identify modality-specific ' 

receptors within the skin. In recent literature, these efforts have been 

extended to attempts to associate observed ele~trophysiological response 

types with morphologically defined receptor.types in the glabrous skin of 

animals (Iggo and Ogawa, 1977; Janig, 1968; .Loewenstein, .1961; Lynn, 

1969; Munger, 1971; Pubols et al., 1971) including the raccoon (Munger 

and Pubols, 1972; Munger et al., 1971), with some degree of success. The 

second theme, almost as fervently investigated, involves attempts to 

classify individual fiber responsiveness. Various discharge properties 

(rate of adaptation, regularity of inter spike intervals, the 

responsiveness of the fiber to skin. stretch) and receptive field 

properties (the area of the receptive field at a gi•.ren. intensity .of 

stimulation, the distinctness -of the borders of the receptive field) are 

among the criteria which have been used to classify fibers innervating 

the glabrous skin of the cat (Janig et al., 1968), raccoon (Pubols et 

al., 1971), monkey (Harrington and Merzenich, 1970; Lindblom, 1965; 

Talbot et al., 1968; Werner and Mountcastle, 1965) and h~~an hand 

, (Hagbarth et al., 1970; Jarvelehto, 1977; Johansson, 1976a; Knibestol and 

Vallbo, 1970). t{hile it is generally agreed that several categories of 

mechanoreceptors do exist, the value of extensive subcategorization is 
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elusive; it has been suggested that such categorization may in fact be 

misleading with regard to coding due to the high degree of heterogeniety 

and complexity of individual neuron responsiveness (Adrian et al., 1931; 

Erickson, 1974; Gibson et al., 1975; Tower, 1940). One unfortunate 

implication of such classification schemes may be that the category into 

which a neuron is placed per ~ defines the coding function of that 

neuron and therefore the meaning of activity in that neuron to the 

organism. 

An alternative to the traditional point of view has been proposed by 

Erickson and co-workers (Doetsch and. Erickson, 1970; Erickson, 1963, 

1968, 19741: Erickson et al., 1965; Ganchrow and Erickson, 1970). This 

model, termed the "across-fiber pattern" model,. states that each 

discriminable stimulus is adequately encoded by the response profile 

across the entire responding population of neurons; the activity of any 

one neuron of that population cannot precisely encode the stimulus 

because changes in both intensity and location (or quality) of 

stimulation are reflected in the firing rates of the eel:. This model 

has most often been applied to coding in the chemical senses (Doetsch and 

Erickson, 1970; Doetsch et al., 1969; Erickson, 1963, 1968, 1974; 

Ganchrow and Erickson, 1970; Omand and Zabara, 1979; Pritchard and Scott, 

1979) but it has also been shown to apply to the· neural encoding of sound 

localization (Eisenman, 1974), color (Erickson, 1967, 1974), joint angle 
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or limb position (Erickson, 1974), and skin temperature (Erickson and 

Poulos, 1973). By comparing population response profiles for different 

stimuli, the across-fiber patterning model allows predictions to be made 

about , discr irninabil ity. Behavioral studies on the taste system of the 

rat (Erickson, 1963; Erickson et al., 1965} and opossum (Marshall, 1968) 

have substantiated the behavioral predictability of the neural data when 

analyzed from the standpoint of the population response to various 

stimuli. 

B. Aims and rationale 

The primary objective of the present study·· is to determine how 

.. ; 

stimulus location and stimulus intensity are encoded in the activity of 

primary mechanosensitive nerve fibers. To accomplish this goal, the 

across-fiber pattern model, which has proven applicability in other 

sensory systems (see above), was applied to data collected from nerve 

fibers innervating the glabrous skin of the forepaw and hindpaw of the 

raccoon. 

·The majority of studies aimed at defining neural codes (either 

explicitly or. implicity) have attempted to do so solely through an 

examination"of the properties of single neural elements. This approach, 

although providing considerable information about the function of 

n~urons, does not directly address the problem of how a given stimulus 
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parameter is encoded within the nervous system. A given stimulus usually 

affects a .great many neurons, each to a differing degree. To define the. 

neural representation of the stimulus, the activity distributed across 

the affected neural population must be considered. The across-fiber 

pattern model provides a means for evaluating such population responses. 

The reconstruction of the population response to various stimulus· 

-
parameters requires detailed knowledge of the properties of the neurops 

contributing to that response. Accordingly, the· present study consists 

of two parts: 

1) Detailed study of the response properties and 

"receptive fields of single first order nerve fibers 

of the median and posterior tibial . nerves of the 

raccoon. 

2) Reconstruction and analysis of the pcpulation 

response to point stimuli at preselected'locations on 

·the forepaw and hindpaw in accordance with the 

across-fiber patterning model. 

1. Single unit data: The first inve~tigation of the receptive field 

properties of single peripheral sensory nerve fibers posed problems for 

the ·already accepted viewpoint that single fibers could unequivocably 
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encode _stimu_l us location and intensity. Adrian, Cattell and Hoagland 

(1931) found the receptive field areas of single mechanosensitive nerve 

fibers innervating the skin of frogs to be surprisingly large (4 to 100 

sq. mm l and to overlap extensively. The large size 
( 

of the· receptive 

fields relative to presumed acuity and the overlapping arrangement of the 

individual fields presented a strong argument against the notion of 

location-specific fibers and led Adrian et al. (1931) to the conclusion 

that location must be signaled by "the particular combination of fibres 

in action, together with the relative intensity of the d~scharge in 

each." Tower {1940) noted similar complexities in the arrangement and 

organization of the receptive fields of individual fibers innervating the 

cornea and sclera of the cat. The fields were quite large (50-200 sq. 

mm ) and exhibited extensive overlap. Tower also noted the presence of a 

gradient of sensitivity _across each receptive field with a point of 

maximum sensitivity near the center of the field. The resulting 

ambiguity of the single fiber response to changes in stimulus location 

within its ~ecepti ve field led Tower ·( 1940, -1943) to ~he ·same theory as 

had been proposed by Adrian et al. ( 1931): that the activity of a 

population of neurons with_relatively large and extensively overlapping 

receptive fields could form the basis of sensory coding rather than 

merely pose a problem to be solved by higher processing in the nervous 

system. 
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The results of recent studies of the receptive field characteristics 

of mechanosensitive units innervating the glabrous skin of the human hand 

(Hagbarth et al., 1970; Johansson, 1976b; Knibestol and Vallbo, 1970; 

Vallbo and Hagb?rth, 1968) confirm the findings of the early animal 

studies and show even greater complexities of single unit response 

including temperature sensitivity (Knibestol and Vallbo, 1970), activity 

in the absence of stimulation (Knibestol and Vallbo, 1970), multiple 

discrete zones of maximal sensitivity (Johansson, 1976b, 1978a), and 

sensitivity to skin stretch (Knibestol and Vallbo, 1970). These 

complexities are consistent with the notion that activity of a single 

neuron cannot precisely represent a stimulus feature since location and 

intensity (as well as other aspects of the stimulus) affect the rate of 

firing. 

2. Population response characteristics: The response of an 

individual fiber to more than one aspect of the stimulus (location, 

intensity, temperature, etc.) does not allow precise representation of 

the· stimulus by the output of that cell. Activity of a single fiber is 

therefore ambiguous in its meaning to the organism: The same level of 

neuronal output. (number of action potentials) can be produced by quite 

different stimuLi:. The output of a single fiber, therefore, cannot 

differentiate between a weak mechanical force delivered to the receptiye 

field focus and a strong_mechanical force delivered to less sensitive 
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regions of the receptive field. 

Due to the extensive overlapping of the receptive_ fields of 

different fibers, a stimulus usually activates a population of. fibers. 

It follows that each different stimulus (varying ·in location or 

intensity) should elicit a unique response "profile" across the 

responding population. The problem of ambiguity seen in the output of 

single fibers is therefore of no consequence. 

Traditionaliy, tactile acuity has been related to (1) receptive 

field size and (2) innervation' density (the number of nerve fibers 

innervatin~ a particular. skin region). According to the traditional view 
:- .. 

of the function of the nervous system, the sizes of the receptive field~ 

of individual nerve fibers innervating a skin region should define the 

limits of spatial discrimination in that region. Innervation density has 

been related to discriminability primarily through the apparent inverse 

relationship which exists between innervation density and receptive_ field 

size. 

Population analysis suggests that the ability 6f an ~nimal to 

discriminate between two stimuli is directly related to the difference 

between the unique response profiles (across-fiber patterns) produced by 

each stimulus. Innervation density, rather than receptive field size, 

appears to be the primary factor in determining the magnitude. of this 
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differenc-e. · Doubling the innervat'ion density doubles the number of nerve 

fibers act.ivated and thus doubles the difference in total activity 

produced by two stimuli. Skin regions with presumed differences in both 

inne.rvation density and· receptive field size will . be· .examined l.n this 

study in an effort to determine the importance. of such ·factors to the 

ability of the animal to discriminate changes in location and inte~sity 

of mechanical stimuli. 

The principal aim of this study is to be able -to ~efine the codes 

for stimulus location and intensity and to apply the across-fiber pattern 

model to somesthesis. The ambiguity of the response of an individual 

fiber to .. :6hanges in in~ensity and location.within its receptive field, 

combined with the extensiveness of receptive field overlap poses obvious 

problems for the traditional approach to the data. The across-fiber 

patterning modei allows predictions to be made regarding changes in 

'discriminability because of, rather than in spite of, these apparent 

problems. 

c. Review of the·related literature 

1. The development of coding theories: Specificity versus 

patterning. 

The con~eptual origins of the classical view o1 coding (specificity 
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theory) greatly precede the origin of neurophysiology as a scientific 

discipline, indeed that -of physiology itself. Ideas expounded by ancient 

Greek philosophers concerning the nature of sensation fit well within the 

boundaries -of the theory as it was formulated in the nineteenth century. 

This ear~y historical development has been fully reported .elsewhere 

{Beare, 1906; Marshall, 1963) and is beyond the scope of the present 

paper, which will be restricted to the development of the 'modern' theor-y 

of specificity. 

Johannes Muller's Handbuch {1838) was most likely the first text 

which contained in concise terms the idea of an intrinsic difference 

between the nervous mechanisms subserving different senses. This 

appeared"- in . the ·form of ten 'laws under the heading of "The Specific 

Energies of Nerv·es" which implied a qualitative distinction between the 

five kinds of nerves ('one for each of the five recognized senses). 

Muller was not the first to suggest this doctrine Bell presented 

statements suggestive of this theory in 1811, but the scientific impact 

was not recognized until Muller formulated and- published his tenets. 

Muller's fifth class of nerves were the nerves 'of feeling -. Gefuhlsnerven ~ 

{Dallenbach, 193~) which he felt yielded ·a number of different 

sensations: tickle, itch, shudder, pleasu_re, pain, fatigue, suffocation, 

warmth, cold, touch and movement. He therefore felt that the somesthetic 

sensations were a function of a unitary sensory systemG His theory did 
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not posit different"nerve specificities for those qualities but rather 

that . they were accountaole by differences in their mode of arousal and 

the state of the organism at the time of their elicitation. 

Muller's ideas were quickly extended to apply to individual 

sensations, and his "sense of feeling," which is of particular interest 

to the present review, was redefined. Volkmann (1844) suggested that 

within the group of nerv'es that are allotted to cutaneous sensation there 

must be separate nerves mediating pressure, temperature and tickle. The 

work of Blix (1884) appeared to support this,idea by the discovery of 

tiny "spots" on the surface of skin which reacted preferentially to a 

particulai·~type of stimulation - warmth, cold, J?ressure and pain. During 

this same period, anatomists were discovering the presence of different 

types of nerve endings in the skin which prompted Max .von Frey (1894, 

1895, 1906) tQ formally extend .Muller's ideas to the fiber level. He 

assumed that each sensitive point was the site ·of a specialized receptor 

and therefore tried to identify each kind of sensation with a known 

anatomical sense organ. He postulated the popular four separate 

modalities of cutaneous se~sibility - thereby relinquishing the' concept 

of a single int·egrated "sense of feeling" which was central to Muller• s 

formulation· (Melzack and Wall, 1962). Von Frey believed that Meissner 

corpuscles and receptors around hair follicles were responsible for 

touch, Ruff1ni end-organs for warmth, Krause end bulbs for cold and free 
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nerve endings for pain. Von Frey's assumption that receptors are 

specialized led to the concept of "adequate stimulus'' as an extension of 

the idea of 'specific irritabilit~' -introduced earlier -by Muller. 

Sherrington ( 1900) stated this principle in a manner which is generally · 

acceptable to sensory physiologists: "The sensorial end-organ is an 

apparatus by which ·an afferent nerve . flbre is rendered distinctively· 

amenable to some particular physical agent and, at the same time 1 

rendered less amenable to,· i.e. ·is shielded from· other excitants. It 

-lowers the value of ·the limen of one particular kind of stimulus {the 

adequate stimulus],· it heightens the value of the limen of other kinds." 

Follo~ing von Frey's postulations, it became logical to extend· the 

separation o,f ·modality to the· peripheral nerve fibers arising from _the 

specialized receptors. Theief()re, after Erlanger, Gass·er and Bishop 

(1924) determined that the conduction velocity of nerve fibers varies 

directly with the diameter of the fibers, attempts were made_ to correlate 

each modality with a· specific ·fiber ·piame~er. Reversible blocks of 

peripheral nerves and the correspondence of specific modalities of 

sensory loss with a particular ratnge of sizes. of fibers affected by the 

blocking a9ent employed provided support for this extension. Later work 

using ·the compound action potential (which has 'peaks' which reflect· 

activity in different sizes of .fibers within a nerve trunk) also provided 

support stimulation of the nerve trunk with progressively increasing 
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intensities res'\,11-ted in ·a progressive recruitment· of fibers inversely 

related to their diameters, arid· different types of sensations were 

elicited as different groups of fib~rs became involved. 

The next logical extension was to the spinal cord. Clinical 

observations .of spinal cord lesions, such as those reported by 

Brown-Sequard- led to the concept of anatomically distinct pathways in the 

spinal cord for.the various cutaneous sensations (Sinclair, 1955). 

Bullock (1965) and .Mountcastle (1967) combined the .various 

princ.iples mentioned a'bove into what they called the principle of the 

label.ed l~e. Strictly speaking I their proposal was that each neuron 

subserves but one quality of sensation apd that the segregation of 

stimulus quality is maintained throughout .its afferent pathway and 

central cdnn~ctions. The app,lication of thi"s principle to the study of 

. . 

the somatosensory system has resulted in the segregation of neurons into 

classes based upon the particular aspect of a· stimulus towhich the· 

neurons are most sensitive. This has resulted not only in the 

designation of separate classes of neurons to subserve touch, pain and 

temperature sensitivity·, but also. in the designation of separate classes 

for such functions as position detection, mov.ernent detection, velocity 

detection, intensity coding and frequency codit:lg (Bullock, 1977). 
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The "pattern theory," \t:hich is usually thought to have had its 

origin as a reaction against the notions of von Frey, actually had its 

foundation planted in the literature before Muller published his 

Handbuch. In his Bakerian Lecture, deliveren in 1801, Thomas Young 

(1802) presented a theory of color vision which was based on the 

assumption that there are a limited number of receptor types involved in 

color vision, _each of which is broadly tuned. Young proposed that ratios 

of excitation· .across different receptors coded color. Interestingly, 

Young is also credited as being the first person on record to propose 

single fiber specificity (Nafe, 1968): but clearly his proposal of three 

receptor t:-ypes with broad sensitivities extending over nearly the entire 

"visible· spectrum does not fit. well within a theoretical framework of 

neuronal specificity. A strict· labeled-line code would presumably 

require that there be a separate_receptor type for each discriminable 

change in wavelength and that all of these receptor types must be present 

at all points on the retina capable o.f "seeing" those wavelengths. 

Modern physiological techniques have shown Young's basic assumption to be 

true. 

As the body of data has grown in the area of cutaneous sensation, . 

problems have appeared which have prompt.ed the development of patterning 

concepts as an alternative code. Soon after the publication of von 

Frey.' s ideas of the dependence of separate sensory modalities upon 
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separate specialized receptors, improvements in· 'histological techniques 

resulted in' a great increase in the number of identified morphologically 

distinct nerve endings - so great that in 1905 Ruffini remarked: "tandis 

qu'avant cette epoque les fonctions et&ient beaucoup plus nombreuse que 

les formes, aujourd'hui, par centre, celles-ci ont pris leur revanche sur 

les premieres."* 

Nafe and l\'agoner ( 1937) investigated the sensations of. cold and 

warmth. They excised small areas of skin, which they had determined to 

be especially sensitive to either warming or_ cooling, and examined the 

tissue for specialized end organs. They reported that they were unable 

to identify receptor structures for either. Nafe also asserted that the 

facts that o.ne may feel colO. when afraid or experience chills during a 

I 

fever and warmth during anger indicate that these sensations cannot be 

dependent upon specialized structures ·which a·re stimulated only by 

ch.:;mges in temperature. 

Weddell and his group at Oxford further explored and extended Nafe's 

= = = = = = = = = = = 

* 11 \-.•hereas before this time the functions were much more numerous, than 

the structures, today, to the contrary, the latter have taken their 

revenge upon the former." (My translation). 
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ideas. This group extensively examined somesthesis from this conceptual 

point of view (Sinclair, 1955; Weddell, 1965). They also studied nerve 

endings and reported somewhat controversial results. They -found, for 

example, that the pinna of the ear which reportedly contains no 

organized endings of any kind showed adequate representation of 

temperature sensitivity. Also, the temperature threshold of the mucosa 

of the lip, which contains numerous.complex endings, are similar to those 

of the skin margin which contains none. They are also the only group 

which has reported the elicitation of thermal sensat~ons as well as touch 

and pain from the center of the cornea - an area which contains only free 

nerve end~ngs. Weddell has concluded that with appropriate stimulation, 

the unencapsulated nerve ,endings of the skin can'give rise to a wide 

variety of sensory experiences, including cold, touch, warm, prick, itch 

and sharp pain. Sinclair and Weddell apparently feel that these facts 

can only be explained adequately by a non-specific viewpoint and that von 

Frey's original assumptions concerning functional and morphological 

specialization must be rejected (Sinclair, 1955). 

This school of thought also found support in studies of peripheral 

fibers. Gasser . had written in 1950 that the only moda.lity known to be 

mediated by the unmyelinated fibers was pain. Work in a number of 

laboratories in the 1950's and 1960's showed that this is not the case. 

Work by Douglas and Ritchie (1957) and corrohorated by Iggo (1960) 
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demonstrated that a significant number of c fibers respond to a variety 

of innocuous stimuli. They also provided evidence that many C fibers 

"''ere responsive to heating ·and cooling as well as mechanical stimulation. 

Further confounding of the traditional concepts derives from the 

work of Iggo (1968) and Poulos (1971). Iggo reported that many cutaneous 

mechanoreceptors are thermo-sensitive with changes in temperature 

causing changes in both the resting or steady discharge and in the 

maximal level of activity ·following mechanical stimulation. Poulos 

characterized units which he called T+:t-1 units which respond to both 

thermal and mechanical stimulation such as touch, pressure, or stretch. 

:·~ :· 

Critical review of the data concerned with the relationship between 

central pathways and sensory quality also leads to problems for the 
\~ 

labeled-line theory. Melzack and Wall (1962) discuss some of the 

relevant issues, the most prominent being the well known fact that 

surgical .interruption of the "pain tract" does not result in permanent 

cessation of pain. Numerous studies could be·cited which illustrate the 

fuzzy nature of the "modality-specific" tracts in the cord, including 

work by 'Whitlock and Perl { 1961) and Trevino et al { 1974) •. 

Melzack.and Wall (1962) presented a formulation of the patterning 

concept which was essentially,a compromise between the proposals of the 

two. schools of thought. Their ideas are in the form of eight 
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propositions. Proposition sta~es that specialized skin rece~tors do 

exist but that their properties allow for the transduction of particular 

·kinds and ranges of stimuli into patterns of nerve impulses. -They do not 

believe, as does the Oxford group, that all receptors respond to the full 

A 

range of all environmental stimuli. Their second proposition states that 

certain aspects of the temporal and spatial pattern of impulse9 may be 

filtered out presynaptically due to properties of the nerve endings. 

Proposi t_ions 3, 4 and 5 state that the central cells are able to detect 

characteristics of stimuli from the impulse patterns by means of -

differential thresholds, temporal summation, spatial 

summation and as a result of-the special connections of afferent· systems. 

Proposition 6 states their belief that more than one impulse in a single 

fiber is essential for the detection of the characteristics of a 

stimulus. Propostion 7 restates Muller's view of the somesthetic system 

as a single integrated system made up of specialized component parts. 

Their final propostition, and probably-the most important one from the 

aspect of patterning as a sensory code, states that "every, discriminably 

different somesthetic perception is produced by a unique pattern of nerve 

impulses" (Helzack_and Wall, 1962). 

Robert Erickson (1963, 1968 and 1974) at Duke University has us·ed a 

somewhat different approach to the problem of coding and has developed a 

neural patterning model which allows for the existence of both 
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topographic modalities (such as tactile sensiti,vity) and nontopographic 

modalities (such as temperature sensitivity). · His work has primarily 

been directed at the chemical senses, but the theoretical basis has 

general applicability. 

The basic tenets of the "across-fiber response pattern" model 

(Erickson, 1963) are presented in Figure 1. Figure 1A presents a 

hypothetical treatment of the sensitivities (neura:).. response functions) 

of three neurons (or neuron types) with respect to some relevant stimulus 

/' 

dimension. The neurons of the nontopographic modalities have· be~n 

demonstrated to have very broad sensitivities so that ea~h neuron 

responds td nearly the entire range of discriminable temperatures. The 

topographic modalities present a slightly different picture - the neurons 

responsible for tactile localization are much more narrowly tuned than 

neurons in the nontopographic modalities.· This has suggested to some 

proponents of the labeled-line approach that indeed neuronal specificity 

is the mechanism responsible for coding of such _topographic attributes as 

stimulus location. Erickson points out, however, tha·t the relative 

specificity of tuning seen·in the topographic modalities cannot always 

account for the fineness of discrimination demonstrated in these systems. 

It is suggested, therefore, that although the neurons of such systems are 

much more narrowly tuned than neurons of nontopographic- modalities, the 

same basic coding principles apply to each.· 



Figure 1· Neural response functions and across-fiber patterns. 

A· Neural response functions (NRFs >. of three hypothetical neurons. 

The curves demonstrate the extensive overlap of the sensitivites of the 

individual neurons alonq the relevant stimulus dimension (abscissa). E_, 

2 1 R and S represent four stimuli. The sensitivity of each neuron to 

each of these stimuli is indicated ~ the intersection of the response 

.curve of each neuron and the ordinate erected at each stimulus. 

B. Bar graphs demonstrating the responsiveness of each neuron to 

the four stimuli. These illustrate the breadth of sensitivity of each 

neuron. A single neuron cannot adequately encode a stimulus since the 

same response may be evoked by more than ~ stimulus. 

c. Across-fiber patterns. These graphs show the patterns of 

activity evoked ~ each stimulus within the population of three neurons. 

Each stimulus produces ~ unique and characteristic across-fiber pattern. 

(Redrawn from Erickson, '1963, 1968). 
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Points P, Q, R and S in Figure 1A represent four stimuli along the 

stimulus dimension. The ~ntercepts of the dashed lines with the neural 

response functions of the three neurons indicate the magnitttde of the 

response evoked in each neuron by each stimulus. The sensitivity of each 

neuron to each of the stimuli is shown graphically in Figure 1B. These 

graphs illustrate- the breadth of tuning of each neuron to various 

stimuli. It is demonstrated that the output of a single neuron cannot 

adequately represent a stimulus since more than one stimulus may evoke 

the same response magnitude in a single fiber. Variation in response 

magnitude could also be caused by changing the intensity of the stimuli 

thus adding to the confusion: the small response of Neuron 1 to Stimulus 

R could be interpreted as ,the presentation,of a less intense P or Q. 

Figure 1C _pre'sents the across-fiber patterns prqduced by each of the 

stimuli. Each stimulus produces a unique pattern of activity across this 

hypothetical neuronal population. Changes in stimulus intensity would 

affect the height of the patterns but would not affect their form. It is 

Erickson's contention, therefore, that the nature of the stimulus is 

give~ by the form of its unique across-fiber pattern. Erickson's theory 

permits the encoding of many more stimuli than there are neurons (or 

neuron types) and also gives each neural message the safety·of having its 

information spread over many neurons (Erickson, 1963). 

A general requirement of Erickson's position applicable to both the 
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nontopographic and topographic modalities is that the neurons are tuned 

broadly en.ough to allow for at least two neurons to be affected by each 

discriminable stimulus (minimal neural input which -allows. for 

discrimination of quality and intensity), and narrowly enough to "confine 

this message to limited portions of that afferent system" (Erickson, 

1963). 

Specificity theory and various forms of pattern theory remain 

separate schools of thought. Uttal (1969) has commented that "in 

general, science is a conservative process, changing its formal axioms 

only when the data and/or clamor becomes overwhelming." Perhaps this 

conservati·sk accormts for the perpetuation of the opposing theories. 

Part of the problem in examining coding is the compartmentalization of 

research- even genera~·textbooks of physio~ogy contain separate chapters 

on somesthesis, audition, the chemical senses, etc., with little cross 

comparison. Horkers in the area of coding as well tend to look for 

neural processes in restricted areas of the nervous system without 

examining the general applicability of their findings. Erickson's ideas 

show obvious general applicability and as such are the most suitable to a 

g·eneral theory of· sensory coding. Biologically, it seems reasonable that 

there shoui"d be at least some correspondence between the codes utilized 

by different senses for encoding.equivalent dimensions (Uttal, 1969). 
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2. Established properties of primary rnechanosensitive nerve fibers. 

The interface between our physical environment and our tactual 

perception of it is provided by the primary sensory fibers which 

terminate in the skin and superficial subcutaneous tissues• Activity of 

these neural elements produces sensations which range from those 

resulting from passive touch to the complex and detailed perceptual 

experiences of the location, shape, texture, har,dness, etc. of physical 

objects as they are actively explored. In th'e- decades since Adrian and 

Zotterrnan {r1 926a, b) first succeeded in exploring the properties of 

single primary afferents, a major concern of physiologists has been the 

functionar":; categorization of the receptors responsible for cutaneous 

sensation. Qn the basis of their exquisite {although not necessarily 

exclusive) sensitivity to different types of physical stimuli, evidence 

has accumulated for the division of cutaneous sensory units (referring to 

the first order fiber and its associated receptors) into three groups: 

mechanosensitive units, thermosensitive units and nociceptive or high 

threshold units {Burgess and Perl, 1973; Iggo, 1974; Lynn, 1975). The 

mechanosensitive units respond vigorously to innocuous mechanical 

deformation of the skin and obviously play a fundamental role in tactile 

sensibility. The role of information from the thermosensitive and 

nociceptive clas.ses in contributing to tactile sensibility is uncertain. 

The following discussion will be restricted, therefore, to an examination 
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of the properties of the mechanosensit·ive units innervating the glabrous 

skin of man and other mammalian species. 

In 1926, Adrian and Zotterman first succeeded fn recording the 

activity of first order fibers innervating the plantar surface of the 

eat's foot. Their observations resulted in the division of cutaneous 

mechanosensitive units into two groups on the basis of the discharge to 

sustained stimuli: rapidly adapting (touch) units and slowly adapting 

(pressure) units. The animal studies of .the· sixties and the human 

studies of the seventies have demonstrated that these two groups are not 

homogeneous each is composed of several unit types with Q.ifferent 

functional:~;characteristics (for revie\ors see B~1rgess and Perl, 19731 Iggo, 

1974; Vallbo et al., 1979; Zimmermann, 1978). 

Various investigators have devised classification schemes for 

mechanosensitive units on the basis of the properties observed in 

different species. Table I presents a scherna,tic of the classification 

system derived by Knibestol and Vallbo from their observations of four 

distinct types of mechanosensitive units in human glabrous skin 

(Knibestol, 1973, 1975; Knibestol and Vallbo, 1970). The four types are 

differentiat:ed ·pri_marily on the basis of their adaptation rate to 

sustained stimuli and their receptive field properties. The details of

this classification system and its applicability to subhuman species will 



TABLE I 

Types of Fibers Innervating the Glabrous Skin 

Fiber type· 

PA 

PC 

SAII 

of the Human Hand 

Adaptation rate 

Rapid 

Rapid 

Slow 

Slow . 

Receptive field 

Small size 
Distinct borders 
Multiple foci 

Receptor 

Meissner .corpuscle. 

Large size ' Pacinian corpuscle 
. Indistinct borders 
.Single focus 

Small size Merkel cell complex 
Distinct borders 
Multipie foci 

Large size Ruffini ~nding 
Indistinct. borders 
Single focus 
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be discussed below. 

Rapidly adapting units: Both the RA (rapidly_ adapting) and PC 

(Pacinian corpuscle) units are categorized as rapidly adapting. Both 

respond only whe·n the skin is moving and may exhibit act'ivity in response 

to both stimulus application and removal. 

The receptive fields of RA units are described as being . small and 

spot-like with distinct borders. Johansson (1-978a) demonstrated that the· 

receptive fields of the RA units contain several zones of maximal 

sensitivity, suggesting that the RA units terminate with a number of end 

organs loc_~ted within a small area of skin. The receptive fields of PC 

I 

units were quite different in organization: they were quite large, had 

indistinct borders and contained only a single zone o.f maximal 

sensitivity (Johansson, 1978a). 

Units with very similar properties have been demonstrated. in the 

gl ab.rous skin of monkeys (I ggo, 1963; Lindblom and Lund, 1966; Talbot et 

al., 1968), cats (Hunt and l-~cintyre, 1960; Iggo and Ogawa, 1977; Janig, 

1971: Lynn, 1969) and raccoons (Pupols and Pubols, 1973:· Pubols et al., 

1971 ) • The multiple zones of maximal sensitivity present in the 

receptive fields of RA units in man have not been seen in other primates 

or in raccoons, but have been demonstrated in cats (Janig, 1971). 

Differences in stimulation techniques may account for this difference. 
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Slowly adapting units: The SA I and SA II classes consist of units 

exhibitin9 a lasting discharge to sustained stimulation (Knibestol, 1973, 

1975) and correspond functionally to the Type I (Iggo and Muir, 1969) and 

_Type II (Chambers et al., 1972) slowly adapting mechanosensitive fibers 

innervating hairy skin of cats. S~ I units do. not have a resting 

discharge; . they display hi·gh dynamic. sensitivity and an irregular 

discharge to sustained indentation of the ·skit) (Johansson, 1978a). · 

Interspike interval histograms are Poisson or semi-Poi?son, implying 

multiple sites of spike generation (!ggo, 1973). SA II units, in 

contrast, often discharge without direct stimulation, have a less 

pronounced dynamic sensitivity and display very regular interspike 

intervals, both at rest and with maintained indentation. 

The receptive fields of the SA I and SA II units are similar to 

those of the RA and PC units, respectively. SA I units have small well 

· defined receptive fields with multiple zones ot maximal sensitivity 

(Johansson, 1978a). The receptive· fields of SA II units are large and 

have indistinct borders; a single zone of maximal sensitivity is present. 

SA II units are sensitive to lateral skin stretch and often show 

directional sensi.tivity (Johansson, 1978a; Vallbo et al., 1979). 

Classification schemes derived from d-ata collected in animal studies 

generally do not separate slowly adapting units into SA I and SA II 
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groups. In both' cats ( Iggo and Ogawa,· 1977; Janig, 197.1; Janig et al., 

1968) and m:onkeys (Iggo, 19637 Lindblom, 1965; Lindblom and Lund, 1965; 

Talbot et al., 1968; Werner and Mountcastle, 1965) a singl~ class .of 

slowly adapting aff~rents is described, with properties similar to those 

'of the SA I group: small distinct receptive fields and irregular 

inter spike intervals. Dykes a'nd Terzis ( 1979) did report the presence of 

SA I and·SA II populations in the glabrous skin of baboons. 

Initial studies of innervation of the· raccoon's glabrous skin 

indicated the presence of a single class of SA units (Munger and Pubols, 

1972; Munger et al., 1971; Pubols et al, 1971). The single category was 

later div.ii:ied on the basis of adaptation rate into moderately slowly 

adapting (MSA) and very slowly adapting (VSA) groups (Pubols and Pubols, 

1973). MSA afferents ceased responding within ten seconds of static 

displacement, while VSA afferents responded longer than 15 seconds, often 

for several minutes. The MSA .and VSA categories were also used to 

describe the population of slowly adapting units in the glabrous skin of 

the ,squirrel monkey (Pubols and Pubols, 1976). In both species, the MSA 

and VSA unit properties were closely correlated with the SA I class. 

None of the fibers studied fit the classic profile of SA II units. 

Morphology of the defined types of mechanosensitive units: The 

morphology of the end organs of the four classes of mechanosensitive 
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units has not been conclusively established for primates.· The 

correspond~nce proposed in Table I is based upon indirect evidence 

accumulated primarily from st\].dies in whi.ch a: single affer·ent- was first 

classified, th~ receptive field excised · and the· skin examined 

histologically. 

RA.units: Meissner corpuscles have been identified,. tentatively' as 

the RA receptor in primate skin (Lindblom~ 1965; I ggo, 1969) • JaQig 

(1971) proposed that Krause's corpuscles were the morphological substrate 

of RA units in cats. · This was ·. confirmed by Iggo and Ogawa ( 1977) • 

Munger and Pubols (1972) identified "simple corpuscles" as the E?Ubstrate 

~ of RA· un.i.t.s in the raccoon. This structure, also called the "mammalian 

~nd organ" (Zollman and Winkelmann, 1962) has. been equated with the 

Krause corpuscle (Iggo, 1974). 

PC units: The substrate of these.units has been identified· in all 

species studied ·as ·Pacinian corpuscles. This is based largely upon the 

I 

known properties of isolated Pacinian corpuscles. Lynn (1969) 

demonstrated anatomically that the Pacinian corpuscles deep in the foot 

pad of cats were the· origin of PC units. 

SA !. units: 'Merkel cells located ,in the epithelial pegs or ridges 

have been identified as the slowly adapting receptor in the cat (Janig, 

1971) and raccoon (Hunger et al., 1971). Merkel receptors have been 
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demonstrated in epidermal pegs in human glabrous skin (Miller et al., 

1958) and are assumed to be the SA I receptor for primates. It is 

interesting to note that Burgess and Perl (1973) equate the MSA category 

of the raccoon with their F2 rapidly adapting category, indicating that · 

·the Meissne:· corpuscle should be the·receptor. Pubols and Pubols (1976) 

contend that both MSA and VSA units. originate with Merkel cell receptor·s. 

SA II units: Ruffini endings have been proposed as the substrate of 

SA II units based upon the properties of Ruffin'i endings as determined 

for hairy skin (Chambers et al., 1972). 

Implications of the categorization of mechanosensitive units: 

Categorization of mechanosensitive units has been accompanied by attempts 

to assign spe.cific functions to the. different unit types. Thus SA units 

are generally considered to encode vertical movement and intensity, RA 

units are designated as detectors of velocity and PC units are labeled 

acceleration or jerk detectors (Burgess and Perl, 1973: Talbot et al., 

1968; Zimm~rmann, 1979). These assignments are made primarily on the 
. \ 

basis of examinations .of stimulus-response relationships when carefully 

controlled stimuli are delivered to the receptive field of a classified 

fiber. In this way, Mountcastle et al. (1966) showed that. a linear 

relat~onship exists between' the output of single SA units :and the 

intensity of stimulation (depth of indentation). The similarity of this 
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relationship with the psychophysical relationship relating stimulus 

intensity to subjective reports of stimulus magnitude suggested to the 

investigators that the SA units were indeed responsible fcrr enco~ing 

stimulus intensity. \~lhen a variety of s·tirimlus-response indices are 

exarnine<;l together, ho...,•ever, it is evident that unit types r~spond ·to more 

\ 

than one stimulus parameter (Gibson et al., 1975). The categories 

therefore exhibft considerable overlap with respect to 'different stimulus 

parameters. 

The classification of mechanosensitive ·Units obviously relies 

heavily upon the distinction between rapidly adapting and slowly.adapting 

units. Wh.i1.e not denying the existence of rapidly adapting and slowly 

adapting afferents, several investigators have reported the presence of 

units having intermediate properties (Dykes and Terzis, 1979; Gibson et 

al., 1975; Gybels and van Hees, 1972) suggesting that the terms refer to 

the extremes of a continuum of properties, rather than to two discrete 

subpopulations. 
-, 

3. The somatosensory and motor systems of the raccoon. 

The somatosensory system of the raccoon: The raccoon has long been 

observed to use its fo.repaws extensively for tactile exploration and 

manipulation of objects in its environment (Cole, 1907, 1912; Davis, 

1907; Goldman, 1950; Lyall-\-latson, 1963; Pocock, 1921; \velker, 1959; 
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Whitney and Underwood, 1952). Comparative neurological studies of the 

1940 1 s and 1950 1 s, performed largely by l'Joolsey and his collaborators 

(e.g. Hoolsey, 1952; ~~oolsey and Wang, 1945; Ziegler and ~7oo!sey, 1958) 

suggested that an animal exhibiting unusual or specialized behavior could 

be expected to show a corresponding elaboration in certain aspects of the 

anatomy and function of its nervous system. The early behavioral 

observations of the raccoon suggested to Welker and his colleagues that 

the raccoon should have a relatively elaborate representation of the 

forepaw wi,thin its central nervous system.' Accordingly, s~veral detailed 

studies of the organization and functional properties of the 

somatosensory system of this animal were initiated. Primary emphasis in 

· these studies was placed upon the neural representation of the forepaw in 

an effort to' determine those factors which could account for the 

raccoon's propensity for forepaw exploratory behavior. 

The early investigations focused upon the neocortical representation 

of the glabrous skin of the forepaw. Initially, lvelker and Seidenstein 

(1959) determined the general ·organization of primary somatosensory 

cortex (SI) of the raccoon. They used the primary evoked potential 

method to map the. representation of the body across this expanse of 

cortex. It was demonstrated that the region receiving inputs from the 

volar aspect of the forepaw was disproportionately enlarged, encompassing 

approximately 60% of the total SI area (see Figure 2B) - compared to only 



Figure~· The somatosensory system of the raccoon. 

A. The dorsal column - medial lemniscal system. This system has 

been studied in the raccoon at all levels because of the animal's ---
demonstration of a high degree of behavioral specialization regarding 

tactile ~ of the forepaws. First order fibers, with cell bodies in the 

dorsal root ganglia, enter the spinal cord and course rostrally in the 

cuneate and gracile fasciculi, terminating in t·he ipsilateral dorsal 

column nuclei. Second order neurons project axons as the . medial --- ----
lemniscus to the contralateral ventrobasal complex of thalamus. Third ---
order neurons project to the ipsila'teral primary somatosensory cortex 

( SI) (Welker et al., 1964). 

B. Schematic of the left hemisphere of the raccoon's brain, 

indicating the high 'degree of somatopy present in the representation o~ 

the forepaw (stippled area). The numerals indicate the regions primarily 

devoted to the representation of individual digits - each separated ~ 

dimples or sulci' (Welker·· and Seidenstein, 1-959). 

c. The somatotopic organization of the raccoon's thalamic 

_yentrobasal complex. The diagram ~ the right is ~horizontal section of 

the left hemisphere (anterior: top). The figure on the left is an 

expanded view of the region indicated by the dashed lines. Septa of 



fibers separate clusters of cells receiving input from different digits. 
------ -------- -------- -- ----- --------- ----- ---- ---~----

(After Welker and Johnson, 1965). 

-o. The somatotopic. organization of the cuneate nucleus. A 

transverse section through the medulla at the level of the dorsal column 
------- -- --- ----- -- --- ------ ----~ 

nuclei reveals that a separate representation of the digits is aqain ------ ------- ---- - -------- ---------------
present. (After Johnson et al., 1968). 

Abbreviations: 

cu.N: nucleus cuneatus ML: medial lemniscus 

DCN dorsal colUmn nuclei Sp. Trg. N.: spinal trigeminal 

nucleus 

Gr.N: nucleus qracilis T: thalamus. 

H: head representation VB: ventrobasal complex 

L: limb representation 

M: medulla 



~-

A 8 

Medulla 

Cervical cord 
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20%. and 30% in the SI area .of the dog and cat, respectively. It was 

further noted· that within -the forepaw representation, the primary 

representations of adjacent digits \\'ere separated by sulci, -dimple~ or 

spurs 0-.'elker and Seidenstein, 1959; Welker and Campos, 1963). T}:lese 

data supported the general .hypot.hesis of- specialized and elaborate_d 

representation- of body. parts involved in ·specialized behavior and 

prompted studies at other levels of the raccoon's somatosensory system. 

Macroelectrode and microelectrode mapping of the organization of the 

ventrobasal complex of the thalamus (Welker et al. ~ ·1964; Welker and 

Johnson, 1965) and dorsal column nuclei (Johnson et al., 196'8) confirmed 

that the pattern of somatotopic organization-and the large representation 

of the forepaw relative to other body areas -was consistent at all nuclear 

levels of the raccoon's central nervous system (Figure 2C, D). In 

addition, an examination of the lateral cervical nucleus of the raccoon 

( Ha et al., 1965) .revealed a preponderance of peripheral ·receptive fi~lds 

devoted to representation of the forepaw digits. Quantitative volUJ"netric 

pr~cedures dei'!lonstrated that the raccoon's .forepaw representation at the 

medullary, thalamic and neocortical levels of the medial lemniscal system 

(HLS) is larger in absolute and relative size than the representations of 

the forepaw at homologous levels of the r-rr.s of domestic cats and 

coatimundis ( We!ker et al., 1.964). 

The peripheral components of the somatosensory system of the raccoon 
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have been studied with a variety of anatomical (Hoggan 1_ 1884; Munger· et 

al., 1971, 1972; Zollman and t-l~nkelmann, 1962) and electrophysiological 

techniques Barker and \velker 1 . 1969; Pubols et al. ,. 1965 1 -1971, 1973, 

1976). Hoggan (1884), using skin samples impregnated'with gold chloride, 

described six types of r.eceptor terminals ·in raccoon digital skin: 

pac,inian corpuscles 1 small pacinian corpuscles, Browne bodies 1 Hoggan 

bodies, Blackwell bodies and free nerv·e ~ndings. Reexamining the tissue 

using silver and cholinesterase methods, Zollman and Winkelmann (1962) 

· found only unorganized nerve networks and simple corpuscles (mammalian 

end organs; equivalent to description of Hoggan bodies). Light and 

electron microscopic techniques ·used by Munger; et al. (1971, 1972) 

confirmed the existence of Hoggan's 'Browne body,' which these 

investigators renamed the Merkel rete papilla. 

Innervation density (the number of nerve fibers innervating a unit 

area of skin) has not been sy~tematically examined in the raccoon. 

Zollman and v1inkelmann ( 1962) did look at the difference in receptor 

density for one type of ending in the skin. of the forepa~' -digits and a 

comparable region of the hindpaw digits. The density of the 'mammalian' 

end organ,'. termed a 'simple corpuscle' by Munger and Pubols ( 1972). was 

determined to be approximately four times greater in the forepaw than in 

the hindpaw. It was speculated by these investigators that such a 

difference in sensory innervation could, by sharpening tactile acuity in 
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some way, contribute to the raccoon's use of the forepaw as a tactile 

exploratory organ (Munger et al., 1~71; Munger and Pubols, 1972; Zollman 

and Winkelmann, 1962). 

The response properties of primary afferent fibers innerVating the 

glabrous skin of the - forepaw have been stud'ied in some detail by the 

Pubols and their collaborators, and attempts have been made to correlate 

physiologically defined categories of fibers, based upon multiple 

criteria, with anatomically defined receptor types. 

Microelectrodes were used to record activity evoked in single 

primary ~~chanosensitive nerve fibers of cat, raccoon and coatimundi at 

the, level of the dorsal roots of C6 through T2 (Pubols et al., 1965). 

The fibers were classified by the type of adequate stimulus and by the 

rate of adaptation to sustained stimuli. Within the total region 

innervated by fibers entering the spinal cord at these levels, the 

raccoon had the greatest mean percentage of .fibers classified as 

cutaneous (56.5%) as opposed to deep, and the cat had the smallest 

( 31.3%). All three animals showed a distal to proximal decrease in the 

percent of fibers classified as cutaneous, however the raccoon again had 

a significantly higher percentage of cutaneous . fibers with forepaw 

receptive ·fields (78.4% as compared to 57.4% for coatimundis and 58.1% 

for.cats). As was expected from studies of the representation of the 
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forepaw within structures of the central nervous system, fibers with 

receptive fields on the glabrous skin of the raccoon's forepaw wer~ much 

more often isolated than those with receptive,fields on the dorsum of the 

paw. 

It was demonstrated that the receptive fields within a particular 

skin region showed considerable overlap; the data also suggested that 

there was a greater density of receptive fields distally. CUtaneous 

receptive field sizes on the glabrous skin of the digits of cats and 

raccoons were examined. It "'~as found that the receptive fields as 

measured by these investigators were actually larger for .raccoons 

( geometric.-·-lnean = 8.88 sq. mm ) than for cats (geometric me·an = 6.51 sq. 

mrn ). This suggested to the authors that the tactile behavioral 

diff~rences between the two species could not be attributed to 

differences in ~eceptive field size (Pubols et al., 1965). 

Two categories of fibers were described on the basis of adapt~tion 

to a prolonged stimulus. The majority of the raccoon's cutaneous fibers 

(80.1%) were classified as rapidly adapting (RA). The remaining 19.9% 

were classified as slowty adapting (SA). Further study of the primary 

mechanosensitive afferent fibers in the median nerve (Pubols et al., 

1971) -arid the fasciculus cuneatus (Pubols and Pubols, 1973) produced a 

third category based upon adaptation rate. The SA category was 
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subdivided into MSA (moderately slowly adapting) and VSA (very slowly 

adapting). All classifications of fibers by adaptation rate were made 

using a constant suprathreshold stimulus. The receptive frelds of the 

isolated fibers were defined by the smallest von Frey ,hair which would 

reliably evoke spike activity in that fiber. These threshold fields were 

noted to be quite small (usually less than 1 sq. mm and .spotlike 

( Pubols et al • , 1971 ) • On the basis of the size and shape of these 

fields, the authors suggested that these fibers were C?pable of .conveying 

very precise information concerning stimulus location. 

The skin contributing to these receptive fields \>.'as excised and 

- . 
examined histologically in an effort to differentiate the receptor types 

responsible fpr the RA, MSA and VSA classifications (Munger et al., 1971; 

Munger and Pubols, 1972). The authors defined the RA receptors as the 

simple corpuscles (Munger and Pubols, 1972) and the MSA receptors as the 

Merkel rete papilla (Munger et al., 1971; Munger an~ Pubols, 1972; Pubols 

and Pubols, 1973). They were unable to correlate an anatomical substrate 

with the receptive fields of the VSA class (Pubols and Pubols, 1973). 

A recent study (Herron, 1978) of the organization of the. second 

sensorimotor area (SII) has shown an enlargement in the representation of 

the forepaw glabrous skin commensurate with that found in sr. The 

forepaw representation region ·covered 75% of the SII postcranial 
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representation. 

The motor system of the raccoon: In their observations of the 

raccoon's use of the forepaw as a tactile organ, ~velker and Seidenstein 

(1959) noted that the raccoon's forepaw behavioral repetoire demonstrated 

a greater range and flexibility of movement than did that of cats and 

dogs, but was not nearly as well developed as that of rhesus monkeys. By 

comparison, th'e sensory system of the forepaw · of the raccoon has 

outstripped that of the rhesus monkey, indicating to the investigators 

that the somatosensory and motor systems do not.necessarily develop 

abreast of one another. Studies of the region of cortex defined as 

controlliri~ the activity of the somatic musculature of the raccoon 

(electrically·excitable motor cortex) have shown. that in volume it 

represents only 30-40% of the vol~~e devoted to somatosensory 

representation (Hardin et al., 1968; Jameson et al., 1968; Welker and 

Seidenstein, 1959). The 'precentral' motor cortex* has been sho~n to be 

organized in such a way as to mirror the general organization of the 

= = = = = = = = = = 

*Papez and Hunter (1929) proposed the recogni~ion of the ascending limb 

of the coronal sulcus, which sometimes joins with the postcruciate 

) 

sulcu~, as a typical central sulcus bordered by precentral and 

postcentral convolutions (see Figure 2B). 
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sensory area. There was in fact reported considerable elaboration beyond· 

that of the cat . or dog, partic::ularly for the representation of the 

forepaw (Hardin et al., 1968). 

The efferent central nervous system pathways in the raccoon have 

been studied by a ' number of techniques-, both anatomical and 

electrophysiological. Using electrophysiologi~al mapping techniques, Ray 

and Doetsch (1977) demonstrated that the pyramidal tract· of the raccoon 

originated from a wide region of cortex, including both primary 

somatosenso~y and primary motor cortices. The presence of a large 

contralateral corticospinal projection and a lesser ipsilateral 

projection·~.: has been demonstrated (Doetsch et al., 1979; Simpson, 1912). 

Buxton and Goodman (1967) found evidence of direct corticospinal 

projections to motoneurons of lamina IX at· the level of C7-8, and 

suggested that such connections may be correlated with the raccoon's use 

of the forepaw as an exploratory tool. The existence of at least some 

monosynaptic connections between corticospinal fibers and lo~er mote~ 

neurons has been confirmed electrophysiologically (Gugino, 1974; Wirth et 

al., 1974). 

The forelimb region of motor cortex has been shown to exert 

cortic::ofugal modulatory effects (both facilitatory and inhibitory) upon 

the somatosensory input at the level of the cuneate nucleus (Rowinski, 
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1976), as in other species. This effect was most pronounced for input 

arising di.stal to the wrist. 

su~~ary: The raccoon is·an ideal subject for the proposed study. 

The available behavioral and neurophysiological data indicate that 

somatosensory input from the glabrous skin of the forepaw is very 

important to this interesting animal. By contrast, the somatosensory 

representation of the glabrous skin of the hindpaw is unremarkable. It 

is hoped that knowledge can be gained of the factors responsible for 

tactile acuity by comparing the properties of the neuronal populations 

innervating the specialized forepaws versus · the more generalized 

.. 
hindpa\o.'S. ·-, 



II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

· A. Animals 

Twenty-seven raccoons (1 female, 26 male) weighing between 4.5 and 

10.0 kilograms were used for this study. All of the animals were 

supplied by Alton v. Freeman of Naples, Florida. The raccoons were 

allowed a minimum of three days to recuperat'e from the effects of 

shipping befor-e being used in an experiment. Food (dry cat food, Wayne 

Cat Food, Inc.) and water were provided ad libitum from the day of 

arrival at the vivarium facilities to the day prior ~to use. 

:·,. 

B. General Procedures 

Acute anesthetized preparations we.re used for all experiments. All 

animals were initially anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal, 

40 mg/kg, i.p.). Following induction of anesthesia, a tracheotomy was 

performed and a tracheal cannula inserted. Adequate ventilation was 

maintained wit.h a Palmer respirator which provided the animal with room 

air (14-18 strokes/minute, 45-100 cc/stroke). The right femoral artery 

and vein were then surgically exposed and cannulated. Blood pressure was 

continuously monitored via the arterial cannula using a Statham pressure 

transducer (P23Gb). Heparinized physiological saline (100 units heparin 

43 
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·sodiurn/10 ml saline solution) was used to fill the transducer and cannula 

to preven~ blood clotting. The transducer was coupled with a Beckman 

preamplifier (481B) and amplifier (411) and the output displayed on a 

Beckman R411 Dynograph recorder. The venous line was used for the 

administration of supplementa~y doses of anesthetic (Nembutal, 2-6 mg/kg) 

as necessary to maintain a surgical level of anesthesia (as measured by 

reflex responsiveness). 

The animals were then placed in the head holder of a stereotaxic 

instrument (David Kopf Instruments). If necessary, head position and 
,-

ventilation were adjusted to maintain the initially recorded blood 

pressure 'Values (140-170 mm Hg systolic, 85-110 mrn Hg diastolic). A 

rectal thermistor was used to monitor core body temperature which was 

maintained at 37,~ C by a thermostatically controlled heating pad placed 

beneath the animal. 

All experiments required the exposure of the median nerve and/or the 

posterior tibial nerve of the left forelimb and hindlimb, respectively. 

1. Exposure of the median nerve. The left forelimb was rotated 

axially so that the palmar surface of the forepaw was expo.sed. A screw 

was then inserted into the styloid process of the radius and clamped to 

.the surgical· table, immobilizing the limb. 
\ 

·The paw was embedded in 

modeling clay to tmmoblilize the digits so that repeated mechanical 
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stimulation of the glabrous skin was poss~ble with a minimum of joint 
'· 

movement. The ·skin· was incised from wrist to elbow and the skin flaps 

were sutured to a silastic covered ring to form a pool. ·The-superficial 

muscles were carefully separated and resected to expose approximately 

five centimeters of the median nerve. The n~rve was then severed 

proximally and protected with gauze saturated with physiological saline 

while warm paraffin was used to line the skin flap pool and to form a 

solid base upon which the nerve could be dissected with relative ease. 

The pool was then filled with warm saline. 

With the aid of a surgical microscope, finely sharpened jewelers 

.- .... 

forceps were used to carefully clean the nerve of adherent tissue, 

leaving as much as possible of the blood supply to the nerve intact. The 

epineurium was then teased apart and removed from the most proximal 1-2 

centimeters of the nerve stump. 

2. Exposure of the posterior tibial nerve. The left hindlimb was 

extended po~teriorly and the hindpaw was embedded in modeling clay. The 

limb was immobilized by insertion of a screw into the fibular maleolus 

which was subsequently clamped to the surgical table. The skin was 

incised and the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles were tied back to expose 

the posterior tibial nerve from the popliteal fossa to the ankle. 

Preparation of the saline pool and preparation of the nerve followed the 

procedures given for the median nerve (see Figure 3A). 
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c. Specific Procedures 

1. S.ingle fiber recording from the median and posterior. tibic::d 

nerves. Isolation of single rnechanosensitive nerve fibers was achieved 

by microdissection. The major fascicles of the nerve stump were 

carefully teased apart. Each fascicle was then lifted onto a hooked 

stainless steel electrode cand the glabrous skin of the paw was 

mechanically stimulated. Fascicles containing large numbers of fibers 

innervating the glabrous skin of digit and the palmar surface 

contiguous with digit 1 (as indicated by the amplitude of the compound 

action potential evoked by stimulation of those areas) were isolated from 

the rest of the nerve. Small -twigs of these fascicles were then 

successively teased apart until the activity of a single fiber of a twig 

could be recorded in isolation. The small bundles of fibers· were 

repeatedly dipped into the saline pool to retard deterioration. Using 

this technique, the activity of a single fiber could be recorded for a 

long period of time, allowing ·extensive examination of its response 

properties~ the average time required for complete study of a fiber was 

45-50 minutes. Great care was exercised in assuring that in fact a 

single fiber had been isolated. Identification of an isolated fiber was 

made by examining a recurrent · ·trace of -the extracellularly :. recorded 

action potenti-al (spike) and ~xamining the waveshape and amplitude for. 

con~istency. In this way, the activity of a single fiber could usually 

be easily distinguished from activity recorded from more than one fiber 



Figure 3. Demonstration of the methods of stimulation and recording used 
-------------- -- ---· ---------- ------------

in collecting data from single nerve fibers. 
----~----- ---- ---- ------ ----- ------

A. Illustration of the microdissection technique. The exposed 

nerve was severed and. gently teased apart so that small bundles of fibers 
------- ---·------ ------ ----- -- ---- ----- -------

could be draped over the recording electrode (R). Mechanical stimulation 
----- -- ------ ---- --- --------- ---~----

(MS) was used to map receptive fields of single fibers and to deliver 
------ ------ --- -- -----~ 

calibrated stimuli to the skin test points. Electrical stimulation (S) ---------- ~----- -- --- ---- ---- -------
was used to determine the conduction velocity of some of the fibers -------- -- ---- -- --- ------
studied .• 

B. Schematic drawings of the glabrou~ surface of the forepaw (left) 

and hindpaw (right) of the raccoon. The six standard skin test points 
---------- --- --- ------ ---- ---- ------

are indicated for each paw. 
------------- ---- ---

i I 
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(see Figure 4). All spike data were recorded on magnetic tape for later 

analysis. The arrang_ement of the signal acquisition and recording 

equipment is diagrammed in Figure 5. 

The hunting stimulus used during the process of single fiber 

isolation was manipulation and palpation of the glabrous skin of the 

forepaw or hindpaw for the median and posterior tibial nerve studies, 

respectively. These· skin regions had previously been. thoroughly cleaned 

with alcohol and moisturized with a lanolin cream. Six standardized test 

points on the glabrous skin of digit 1 and· the contiguous palmar pad were 

marked with permanent i'nk, as shown in ·Figure 3B. The ·peints, numb.ered 

1-6 distal·:·;tO prOXimal 1 '·~ere arranged in pairS With a COnStant interpoint 

distance of 5, . mm. The position of each pair of test points was 

·standardized in relation to skin creases which were consistent across 

animals. Only fibers with receptive fields which ov.erlapped o.ne or more 

of these points were studied in detail. The purpose of this procedure 

was to allow pooling of the single fiber. data collected from different 

animals. This technique,will be discussed in greater detail in section 

IIC, 3. 

The paw was then photographed at 10X. and 16X for mapping the locus 

and extent of the receptive fields of individual fibers as well as the 

changes in receptive field size and organization as stimuli of different 

intensity were pres~nted. 



. Figure 4. Photographic records of superimposed oscilloscope traces of 

action potentials illustrating the method used to define single fiber 

isolation. 

A. Super~posed traces of action potentials produced by activation 

qf a single fiber. All sweeps show the same amplitude and general wave ---- --- ---- ----------
shape. 

B. Superimposed traces of action potentiai produced by activation 

of two separate nerve fibers. The differences in amplitude and waveform 

produced by the different fibers clearly identify this record as the 

result of activation of two nerve fibers. 
----------- -- ---
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Figure ~· ~ schematic representation of the equipment used both for 

monitoring the condition of the animal and for siqnal acquisition, 

amplification and recording. 
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Upon isolation of a single fiber, a number of response properties 

were ascertained (whenever possible) prior to recording the response of 

th~ fiber to stimuli of various intensities: 

a. Adequate stimulus. The type or types of natural 

stimulation to which the fiber was responsive was determined. 

The receptive field of each fiber was tested for sensitivity to 

light mechanical deformation (touch-pressure) , joint 

manipulation, claw deflection and vibration. Warm (30-35° C) 

and cold (5-10°C) water applied directly to the skin was used 

to test the ~ensitivity of the fibers to thermal stimulation. 

b. Threshold value. The threshold value for response to 

mechanical stimuli was ·determined using. a series of 

commercially available* nylon filaments which were calibrated 

(by force). These probes, developed by Semmes and Weinstein 

(1960), were also used for both receptive field mapping and.for 

provid.ing calibrated mechanical stimulation to the skin test 

points to evoke neural activity (acti.on potentials) used in the 

reconstruction of the population· response at those test.points. 

A discussion of the mechanical properties of these probes is 

= = -- = = = = = = 

I 

* Currently available from Pentagon Devices, Syosset, New York. 
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presented in the Appendix. 

c. Adaptation rate. \fuenever possible, the fiber was 

classified by· the rate of adaptation to_ a prolonged .sti'lnulus. 

Rapidly adapting (RA) fibers responded with a brief onset 

transient during the dynamic ·phase of stimulus delivery, 

followed by a return to the resting rate of firing (usually 

.-zero). Removal of the stimulus was frequentlr accompanied by a 

brief offset response. Slowly ad_apting (SA) . fibers responded 

not only during the dynamic phase of stimulus application, but 

also during the static phase. of a sustained pressure. The SA 

fibers were further categorized as moderately slowly adapting 

(MSA) and very slowly adapting (VSA) in accordance with the 

classification s'cheme introduced by Pubols et al. ( 1971). The 

fibers classified_as MSA returned to the resting level of spike 

discharge within ten seconds, after stimulus onset. The.VsA· 

fibers responded longer than ten seconds,. often fQr several 

minutes. All classifications were made. on the basis of the 

. - . ' 

rate of adaptation observed during mechanical stimulation with 

a probe calibrated to deliver 27.0 grams of force to the point 

of,lowest·threshold (receptive field focus). 

d. Receptive field location and size. The receptive field ·of 

the fiber \1.1as carefully explored usi~g the nylon probes. The 

boundaries of the receptive field, as measured with a series of 
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probes representing a range of intensities of stimulation 

varyi.ng from threshold to the maximum intensity w.hich produced 

a detectable change in receptive field area, were outlined on 

enlarged photographs of the paws. A polar planimeter (Lasico, 

model L20M) was used to measure the area of the receptive 

fields at each intensity. This method, while introducing some 

error in measurement due to the transference of the .receptive 

field borders from the curved surface of the digits and paws to 

a two-dimensional photograph, allowed for greater detail in the 

mapping of the complexities of . recept~ve field organization 

than would be possible by directly mapping the receptive fields 

on the skin. The extensive overlapping of many of the 

receptive fields exainined in any one animal al~ contributes to 

the impracticality of the direct skin marking method. The 

receptive field complexities referred to include the existence 

of discrete regions within the receptive fields of some of .the 

fibers in which activity (spikes) can be evoked only to 

application of the stimulus probe ("on" regions) 1 both to 

application and removal of the stimulus ("on-off" regions) and 

regions responding exclusively to stimulus remova;I. ("off" 

regions). At any given intensity of stimulation, the receptive 

field of a single fiber may contain regions of any or all of 

these types. 



e. Conduction velocity. In four experiments, the conduction 

velocity of .the fibers isolated was determined. For this 

purpose, two hooked stainless steel wires were wrapped around 

the nerve trunk two to three centimeters distal to the 

recording electrode (refer to Figure 3A). An electrical pulse 

was delivered to the nerve via thes~ electrodes at a rate of 

1/sec. The· stimulus strength was adjusted until a response was 

evoked in the isolated fiber. Latency of discharg~ and 

conduction distance were used to calculate ·the conduction 

velocity of the fiber. 

The aCtivity (spikes) evoked by stimulation of the standard 

skin test p9int (or points) which was located within the receptive 

field of a fiber was monitored and recorded for later ana.lysis. For 

this purpose, the calibrated probes were mounted on a Brinkman 

micromanipulator and .centered over the test point, normal to the 

skin surface. The manipulator was used to drive the probes smoothly 

from a position just above the skin to the point at which 

appropriate bowing of the nylon probe indicated achievement of the 

calibrated force •. The prpbe was held at its maximum excursion for 

·at least two seconds and then removed from the skin. A series of 

probes representing a humber of stimulus intensities was used· so 

that characterization of the response of the fiber to changes in 
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intensity was possible. A minimum of three trials were recorded for 

each intensity of stimulation. 

2. Estimation of innervation density~ Anatomical· and 

electrophy_siological techniques were used to obtain an e'stimate of 

' . . 

the changes in innervation density in a distal-proximal direction on 

the forepaw and hindpaw of the raccoon, and also to estimate the 

difference in innervation density between the two paws. 

a. Distal-proximal gradient of innervation .density. Lacking a 

satisfactory anatomical technique for determining .the 

variations in innervat'ion density across each paw in a dista+ 

to proximal direction, electrophysiological techniques were 

used to estimate the magnitude of this gradient. Three 

raccoons contributed to this estimation. The prtiximal end of 

the severed median or tibial nerve was macerated and the 

reference electrode conne_cted to the crushed portion of the 

nerve, allowing a monophasic compound action potential to be 

.recorded using a stainless steel wire -electrode looped around· 

the nerve trunk distal to the crush. The stimulus consisted of 

a brief electrical pulse (20-100 usee) delivered sequentially 

to each of the skin test points •. Both surface and subcutaneous 

s~imulating electrodes were used to deliver 3-20 rnA from a 
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Nicolet constant current stimulator. The stimulus parameters 

were held constant for a given experiment. The parameters had 

to be adjusted for different animals ,to insure confinement of 

the stimulating current . to the skin. CUrrent spre_ad to. deep 

nerve trunks would result in erroneous gradients. A Nicolet 

clinical averager (CA 1000) was used to averag~ the response to 

25 stimulus presentations • The average · com}?Ound action 

. potential was plotted using an X-Y plotter. A·, polar planimeter 

was then used to measure the area under· the evoked compound 

action potential. Ratios of the relative ma~nitudes of these 

measurements for the different skin regio~s were used· to 

:..:·'!"' 

estimate the relative differences in innervation density at 

these sites. 

b. Innervation differences between the paws. It was necessary 

to take a more directly anatomical approach to be able to 

compare the innervation of the forepaw to that of the hindpaw. 

In order to .estiJ;nate the magnitude of the difference in ·the 

density of innervation of these two structures, it was 

necessary to obtain (1) an accurate estimate of the difference 

in the total number of mechanosensitive nerve fibers in the 

median and tibial nerves of the raccoon and (2) an accurate 

measurement of the total skin area innervated by the two 

nerves. 
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(1) Total number of fibers. Assuming an approximately 

equal distrtbution of sensory ·and motor nerve fibers ~n the 

median and tibial nerves, the relative difference in the 

magnitude of the sensory innervation of each could be 

determined simply by comparing the total number of fibers in 

each of the nerves. Sections of the median and tibial nerves 

were therefore obtained for histological exami~ation from three 

anima1s. Nerve blocks fixed in 10% formalin were embedded in 

paraffin. The sections were stained. usin.g Holmes' silver axon 

stain and counterstained with Luxol fast. blue. The 

cross-sections of the nerves were then photographed at 40X and 
._ ... .,. 

400X. A planimeter was used to measure the total area of the 

cross-section comprised of nerve fascicles. The total number 

of myelinated fibers was then estimated on the basis of counts 

of the. number of fibers compr,ising approximately 5% of the 

total fascicular area. A second estimate was then obtained 

from counts made directly from microscope slides vith the aid 

of a drawing tube. This method had the advantage of allowing 

fine adjustments in focus during. the. counting procedure. The 

estimates obtained by each method were averaged. 

(2) Total skin area. The total skin area innervated by 

the two nerves was measured for four animals. t-1echanical 
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stimulation of the skin was used to evoke a compound action 

potential which was monitored a~dially and with an oscilloscope 

to determine the borders of the skin regions innervated. 

Absence of a detectable compound action potential was taken as 

indicating a region outside of the area of innervation. The 

borders ·of the. innervated skin regions were Q.rawn directly on 

the skin with permanent ink. To facilitate measurement of the 

enclosed skin area, transparent tape ·was carefully layered upon 

the skin so that it . conformed to the curves and creases 

present. The tape was then removed and cut into pieces which 

would lie flat. A planimete~ was then used to measure the 
... 
·:-.-

areas of the pieces of tape which were ~umrned to provide an 

I 

estimate of the total skin ar.ea innervated. 

3. Reconstruction of the population responses to changes in 

stimulus location _and intensity: across fiber patterns. The ideal 

circu~stance for studying coding in the peripheral nervous system 

would involve making simultaneous recordings of the activity evoked 

in all of the nerve fibers affected by the application of a 

particular stimulus. This "population response" could then be 

compared to the population responses representing other stimuli 

varying slightly~ along a single stimulus dimension (for example: 

stimulus quality, location or intensity). A thorough examination of 
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such a series of population responses should allow an investigator 

to decipher the code for one or another aspect of the stimulus. The 

current technical impossibility of such an approach to cod1ng has 

relegated most studies of coding to be examinations of the. 

input-output properties of single fibers. The apparent underlying 

assumption of such studies is that individual nerve fibers are 

representative of classes of function-specific fibers. 

In the present study, the population response was reconstructed 

from single fiber data collected for punctate mechanical stimuli 

varying in location and intensity. The use of standardized .skin 

points for stimulation allowed pooling of the fibers examined in 

different experiments. The pooled fibers from each skin location 

were then treated as representative populations of fibers actually 

innervating these skin regions in ~n individual raccoon. Spike 

records obtained from each fiber of a reconstructed population of 

fibers upon presentation of a particular stimulus probe to the 

appropriate skin point were used to prepare a "response profile" of_ 

the activity evoked by a particular stimulus probe. Similar 

response profiles (across fiber patterns) wer~ prepared for each 

test point on the glabrous skin of the forepaw and hindpaw for each 

of four stimulus intensities (5.64, 15.7, 27.0 and 62.5 grams). 



II I • RESULTS 

The stated purpose of this study was to defin~ how stimulus location 

and intensity are encoded in the activity of primarymechanosensitive 

nerve ·fibers innervating the glabrous skin of the forepaw and hindpaw of 

the raccoon. To accomplish this goal it was ne-cessary to ( 1 ) obtain 

detailed kno,..,rledge of. the properties of single_ rnechanosensiti ve nerve 

fibers 'inn:ervating the forepaw and hindpaw, ( 2 )- determine the magnitude 

of the variation in the distribution of -innervation to the different skin 

regions and (3) use the data obtained. to reconstruct the population 

responses -:'t:o the various stimuli in accordance with- ·the across-fiber 

patterning rn,odel. Accordingly, the results will be presented in three 

sections: 

A. Single fiber study: median and 'post.erio_r tibial .nerves. 

B. Innervation density 

C. Population analysis: Across-fiber patte.rns. 

A. Single fiber study: Median and posterior tibial nerves. 

A total of 129 median nerve fibers and 61 posterior· tibial nerve 

fibers were studied in detail. All of these fibers innervated the 

60 
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glabrous skin of digit one or the contiguous palmar or plantar pads. All 

fibers included in the analysis were responsive to light mechanical 

stimulation of the skin. Isolated fibers which were primarily responsive 

\ 

to joint manipulation, mechanical stimulation of deep tissues (muscle or 

tendon) or manipulation of the claws were excluded from these samples. 

No attempt was made to divide the population into the. traditional "touch" 

and "pressure" categories. The adequate stimulus was· operationally 

defined by the series· of probes used as stimuli. 

A note on classification of fibers. The results of studies of 

single neurons are conventionally organized in terms of cat~gories of 

neUrOnS 1 m·ost Often based UpOn adaptation rate • Accordingly, the 

classification scheme of Pubols and Pubols (1973) will be applied to the 

present results to assess its value and .reliability i.n organizing the 

data. The single cri teriori used here to assi~ a· fiber to on,e of three 

classes ( RA, HSA and VSl!.) was the rate of adaptation · to a sustained 

supra threshold stimulus (nylon fila,.'"nent calibrated for 27.0 grams) 

applied to the receptive field focus. With this stimulus, those fibers 

classified as RA w.ere active only during the dynamic· phase of stimulus 

application (and/or removal). The MSA class contains those fibers which 

ceased responding within 10 seconds .of stimulus onset and sustained 

stimulation. The .fibers in the VSA class continued to discharge longer 

than 10 seconds. Additionally, the data from all categories will be 
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pooled and examined without. the distinction of class. 

) 

Th~ characteristics of the raccoon's first order fiber~ were found 

not .to be wholly compatible with .the RA:, PC,· SAI, SAII classification 

system used extensively in the literature devoted to the human glabrous 

. skin mechanoreceptors. The multiple zones of maximal sensitivity used as 

an identifying characteristic of the RA and SAI classes (refer to Table 

I , 

I) were not evident in the receptive fi~lds of raccoon mechan~receptors. 

This difference may be largely due to .technical and· methodological 

differences in receptive field mapping. ·However, it was deemed· 

inappropriate to modify the·definition of the above categories, and no 

attempt was made to classify raccoon mechanoreceptors according to this 

scheme. 

1.. ·Absolute threshold and receptive field areas. 

A summary of· th.e threshold and receptive field areas of the s.ingle 

fiber samples from the median and posterior tibial nerves is presented in 

Table II. With the exception of adaptation rate, the RA, HSA and VSA 

fibers were found to be quite similar • 

. Threshold. One might imagine the 'determination· of threshold for 

single fibers to be a. very simple process. There ·are, however, several 

complications worthy of note. Firstly, threshold fl.uctua~es. .Hhen 

minimal forces are involved, small mechanical disturbances b~corne 



TABLE II 

., ... 
"'~ 

Thresholds and Receptive Field Areas of Mechanosensitive Nerve 

Fibers Innervating the Paws of the Raccoon 

Median nerve Tibial nerve 

RA MSA VSA All fibers RA MSA VSA All fibers 

% of sample 62.1 20.2 18.6 100 60.7 24.6 14.7 100 
Number 79 26 24 129 37 15 9 61 

Median threshold* .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 
Number 67 22 17 ;J-06 37 15 9 61 

Mean threshold RF area** 1.71 2.12 .90 1.70 .91 .45 .89 .79 
Number 49 19 13 81 32 14 8 54 

-

Mean maximum RF area** 52.1 42.9 100.3 57.7 184.6 52.0 189.0 151.6 
Number 63 23 16 101 32 14 9 55 

*measured in grams 
**receptive field area in sq. mm. 
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critical. It has been suggested that even mechanical effects such as 

those p:r;oduced _ 'by arterial pulsation are sufficient for changing 

threshold (Sornjen, 1972). The same 'just threshold' stimulu~ presented 

repe~tedly will therefore occasionally fail.to evoke an action potential. 

Threshold was therefore defined operationally ·· for this study as the 

/amount of force ex~rted by the smallest probe capable of_ triggering spike 

activity during more than 50% of the stimulus presentations. Secondly, 

some of the fibers displayed 'spontaneous' activity in the absence of 

direct outside stimulation. Either an increase or a decrease in the 

level of this discharge could result from presentat.ion ~f the stimuli. 

For these fibers, the definition of threshold required rnodifi'cation 

.... 
threshold was not based upon the occurrence of a spike but rather upon a 

detectable· change in the prevailing rate of discparge. 

It was anticipated ~ priori that the fibers innervating the glabrous 

skin of the forepaw would exhibit greater sensitivity to mechanical 

stimuli than those innervati~g comparabte regions on the hindpaw. This 

expectation was based primarily upon the degree of behavioral 

specialization exhibited by the raccoon in the use of its forepaw as an 

exploratory tool. The epidermis of the forepaw also appears to be 

thinner and· to have a lower mechanical impedance to deformation than that 

of the hindpaw. Such factors are known to influence the sensitivity Gf 

receptors to mechanical stimuli (Sherrick, 1953; Werner and Mountcastle, 
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1968). 

Contrary to expectation, the median threshold valu.e, as determined 

with the nylon probes, was the same for both the forepaw and hindpaw. 

samples (Table II)~ The identity of the median· threshold values was 

partially the result of the distribution of probe forces avail.able (refer 

to the Appendix). Further, no distinction could be m~de between ·t.he 

fiber categories of either sample ort· the basis of threshold. 

·It was ·found that the .overall distributions of thr~shold in the .two 

paws were quite similar (Figure 6). The two distributions were co~pared 

statistica.~ly (Kolmogoro:v-Smirnov, two sample, two-tailed test,· which is 
:M.,. 

sensitive to differences in central tendency, dispersion and skewness); 

there were no significant differences between them. Figure 7 also shows 

the distributions of thresholds for the RA, MSA and VSA classes. The 

threshold distributions for ·the separate classes of fibers are notably 

similar to those of the t9tal sample of fibers in each paw. 

Table III pr.esents median threshold values a~; a function of the 

distal to proximc:1l location of the receptive fields. The skin was 

-
divided into three regions. The fibers were grouped according. to the 

proximity of their threshold 'receptive field to skin Locations 1 and 2 

(digit) , 3 .and 4 (distal pad) and 5 and 6 (proximal pad) • · Again, no 

consistent distinction in threshold could be made on the basis of fiber 



Figure 6. The distributions of threshold of mechanosensitive nerve 

fibers innervating the glabrous skin of the raccoon's paws. The. 

distributions shown ~ for the total· sample of median and tibial nerve 

fibers studied. The abscissa indicates the force (in grams) exerted by 

~, 

the smallest probe which would excite the fibers. 
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Figure 7...· The distributions of threshold 'of the RA, MSA and VSA fibers 

innervating the glabrous skin of ·the raccoon's paws. The classifications 

~ based upon the rate of adaptation observed upon presentation of the 

27.0 gram probe to the receptive field focus of each fiber. The abscissa 

indicates the force (in grams) exerted by the smallest probe which would 

excite the fibers. 
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TABLE III 

~;~··. 

Distribution of Threshold by Location of Receptive Fields 

on the Forepaw. and · ·Hindpaw of the Raccoon 

Forepaw location Hindpaw location 

1-2 3-4 5-6 1-2 3-4 5-6 

RA Median Th* .26 .54 2.38 .18 .40 .54. 
Number 35 19 5 8 .18 11 

MSA Median Th ._26 .54 .54 .26 .26 1.86 
Number 10 9 2 8 5 2 

VSA Median Th .26 .54- 1.86 .26 .10 .18 
Number 7 16 4 2 3 4 

All Median Th .26 .54 2.38 .26 .26 .40 
fibers Number 52 35 11 18 26 17 

* threshold in grams 
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category, but a general trend is indicated across all categories. With 

the exception of the small sample of hindpaw VSA fibers, a consistent 

increase in threshold is demonstrated in the distal to proximal direction 

on both paws. 

Receptive field size. A comparison of receptive field sizes for 

comparable regions of the forepaw and hindpaw was of primary concern in 

the present experiments. The raccoon's propensity to use the forepaw in 

·tactile exploration of its environment suggests a highly developed 

tactile discriminative capacity; therefore, given the traditional notion 

that an inverse relationship exists between receptive field.size and 

discriminative capacity, one might predict that the forepaw receptive 

fields would be smaller than those of the hindpaw. Consistent with this 

view is the tremendous relative enlargement o.f those portions of the 

raccoon's somatosensory system devoted primarily to representation of the 

forepaw ( \~elker et al., 1964) combined with the finding of a greater 

receptor density in the skin of the forepaw than in that of the hindpaw 

(Zollman and Winkelmann, 1962). 

The definition of just what constitutes the receptive field of a 

single afferent fiber varies somewhat among different investigators. 

·Most often·, receptive fields are delimited us.:t,ng suprathreshold 

stimulation with hand-held instruments. Recently, emphasis seems to have 

shifted to examination of threshold receptive fields (see for example, 
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Barker and Welker, 1969~ Pubals et al., 1971). In the present study, the 

receptive fields were mapped with a series of calibrated probes so that 

the receptive field area could be examined as a function-of stimulus 

intensity. 

Figures 8, 9, 10 and 1'1 illustrate some of the properties of typical 

receptive fields .on the glabrous skin of the raccoon's forepaw and 

hindpaw. The threshold receptive . field, the most central point or 

·enclosed region, was mapped with the smallest probe which reliably evoked 

activity (usually a single spike) in the isolated fiber. Each successive 

dotted line is an isothreshold contour which delimits the receptive field 

boundaries~~s mapped with other probes representing progressively more 

intense punc~ate stimulation. The outermost boundary ill~strates the 

maximum receptive field size for each fiber - presentation of a stronger 

stimulus did not result in further increase in the size of the receptive. 

field. 

The concentric receptive field maps were used to construct 

sensitivity profiles for the maximum receptive fields. These are. 

presented graphically beside each receptive field map. The abscissa 

represents a straight line drawn through the receptive ·fi~ld focus in a 

distal to proximal direction. The ordinate is a scale of the force (in 

grams) required to activate the fiber. The filled circles on the curves 

indicate the positions .where the straight lines crossed.the isothreshold 



Figure ~· Receptive field sizes ~ ~ function of stimulus intensity for 

each of four median nerve fibers innervating the glabrous skin of digit 1 

of the forepaw. The dashed lines .9!! the inset forepaw drawing indicate 

the portion .of the glabrous surface illustrated for the receptive field 

maps. The concentric dashed lines on each figurine illustrate the 

location, relative size and shape of the boundaries of the receptive 

field obtained with probes representing ~ range of intensities, from just 

threshold to the largest probe producing a change in receptive field 

size. 
--? 

The cjraphs to the right of each drawing show the sensitivity ac.ross 

the maximum receptive fields in ~ distal to proximal direction, plotted 

~·variations in threshold as~ function of distance from the receptive 

. field focus. The threshold force at the focus is given .Q!! each graph • 

Fibers 21.5, 9.6 and 17.4 were classified as RA~ fiber 21.7 was MSA (all 

classifications were based --- ~ the response obtained~ the 27.0 gram 

probe at the receptive field focus). 
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Fiqrire 9. Receptive field sizes as _a function of stimulus intensity for· 

each of four tibial nerve.fibers innervating digit 1 of the hindpaw. The ---- -- ---- ------ ----- ------ ------------ ----- - -- --- -------
dashed lines on the inset hindpaw drawi~g indicate the portion of the 

glabrous surface illustrated for the receptive field maps. Receptive 

field growth as a function of stimulus intensity and the sensitivity 

across the receptive field are illustrated for each fiber as in Figure 8. 
--------- ----- --- ---~------- --- ---- ----- -- -- --------

Fibers 20.1 and 13.1 were classified as MSA at a force· of ·27.0 grams, ------ ---- --- ---- ---- ---------- -- --- -- - -----
fibers 12.10 and 11.9 were RA. 
------ ----- --- ---- ---- --
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Figure 10. Receptive field sizes as ~ func.tion of stimulus intensity ~or 

each of. four median nerve fibers innervating the glabrous skin of the 

forepaw. Fibers 9.3 and 17.3 were classified as RA at a force of 27.0 --- --- ---- ---- -- -- -- -
grams, fiber 17.10 was~ and fiber 16.9 ~ VSA. 
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Figure 11. Receptive field sizes as a function of stimulus intensity for 

each of four tibial nerve fibers innervating the glabrous skin of the -------- ---- -- ---
hindpaw. Fibers 10.1, 13.6 and 10.7 were classified as RA at a force of 

---- --- ---- ---- ---------- -- -- -- - -----
27.0 grams, fiber 22.1 was MSA. 
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·contours. The vertical position of the circles indicates the intensity 

represented by the probes used to map the receptive fields. The 

threshold at the receptive field focus is indicated to the Fight of the 

sensitivity profile. 

Threshold receptive fields. The threshold receptive fields on both 

the forepaw and hindpaw (Table II) were quite small and spot-like, rarely 

exceeding 2 sq. rnrn. (forepaw mean= 1.70 sq. mrn., . range .1-21.5 sq. 

mm.; hindpaw mean = .79 sq. mm., range .1-9.3 sq. mm.) • No 

statistically significant difference in threshold receptive field area 

was detected upon comparison of forepaw ·and hindpaw samples o~ between 

classes of··;fibers on each paw ( t-test for significance of difference 

between means, p > .2)• The threshold fields generally contained a 

single zone of maximal sensitivity, although two forepaw fibers had 

receptive fields containing two discontinuous thre.shold regions. 

Threshold receptive fields were generally quite difficult to define for 

fibers exhibiting spontaneous discharge (forepaw N = 9; hindpaw N = 3). 

For these fibers, boundaries were marked on the basis of audially 

detected changes in the rate of discharge upon presentation of the 

stimulus. 

Receptive field growth and sensitivity. The receptive fields mapped 

in Figures 8-11 illustrate the tremendous gro~~h in receptive field size 

which occurs as a function of increasing stimulus intensity. The shape 
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of the maximum receptive fields ~as usual"ly round to· oval, generally 

showing elongation along the distal to proximal axis. The receptive 

field focus was usually situated slightly distal to the geometric center 

of the field. 

Mean receptive field area (sq. mm.) is plotted· as a ·function of 

stimulus intensity (grams) in Figure 12. The data are presented for-each 

of the three skin re.gions (digital: Locations 1 and 2: distal pad: 

Locations 3 and 4 ~ proximal pad: Locations 5 a·nd 6) for the forepaw. 

(dashed lines) and hindpaw (solid lines). The points indicated on the 

curves represent the mean receptive field area as mapped with probes 

representing.S.64, 15.7,· 27.0 and 62.5 grams. 

At threshold, mean receptive field are.as did not differ 

significantly (p > .OS) among the three skin regions on either paw. The 

mean receptive field area did increase significantly (p < .001) within 

each region as a function of stimulus intensity ranging from threshold to 

62.5 grams. As a general rule, the ~ore proximal fields demonstrated the· 

most growth; for example, the average proximal receptive field on the 

hindpaw increased in area approximately 400 times whereas the average 

digital receptive field on the same paw increased by only 65 times over 

the same range of mapping intensities. 

The statistical relationships between receptive field ·areas in 



Fi-gure 12. Mean receptive field size as a function of stimulus 

intensity, illustrating the differences in receptive field growth 

occurring in different skin regions of the forepaw and hindpaw. 
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different skin regions were complex at any intensity greater than 

threshold. On the forepaw, the mean receptive field areas were not 

significantly different among the three skin 
\. 

reg~ons at a mapping 

intensity of 5. 64 grams. At 15.7 and 27.0 grams, the difference between 

the areas of digital and palmar receptive fields was significant (p < 

• OS). The maximum receptive fields (at 62. S grams) on the digital and 

distal pad .glabrous skin were not significantly different (p > .OS) but 

both were significantly smaller than the receptive fields on the most 

proximal portion of the palmar surface (p < .OS). 

On the hindpaw, at mapping intensities of 5.64, 15.7 and 27~0 grams, 

the digita~l receptive fields were not significantly different in area 

than those of the distal foot pad, however the receptive fields of both 

of these regions were smaller than"those of the proximal pad (p < .05). 

At 62.5 grams, the relationship changed: the mean receptive field area on 

the digit was found to be significantly smaller than that-of either pad 

region (p < .01) and the ·two pad regions showed no statistically 

significant difference (p > .OS). 

Mean receptive field areas were also compared between similar skin 

regions of the forepaw and hindpaw. The results were somewhat 

unexpected. It was found that the mean receptive field area on digit one 

of the forepaw was not significantly different than the mean receptive 

field area on digit one of the hindpaw (p > .2} at any mapping intensity. 
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Further, at 5. 64 grams and 62.5 grams, ·no significant difference was 

detected in forepaw and hindpaw receptive field areas in either of the 

two pad regions. At 15.7 grams, receptive field areas_in both pad 

) 

regions of the forepaw were determined to be , smaller than those in 

comparable hind paw pad regions ( p<. 05). At 27.0 grams,.'· only the proximal 

pad fields showed a significant difference betwe~n the p~ws (p < .OS). 

Careful attention is seldom paid to vari~tions in sensitivity across 

receptive fields of .first order fibers. The'few reports which provide 

descriptions of the sensitivity profiles of the receptive fields of 

single fibers do not present a uniform picture across species. The 

:sensitivity across mechanosensitive receptive fields in the glabrous skin 

of primates. has been described as uniform with no zones of maximal 

sensitivity (Knibestol, 1973: 1975: Knibestol and Vallbo, 1970; Lindblom, 

1965: Talbot et al., 1968) or as having a single zone of maximal_ 

sensitivity (Iggo, 1963: Johnson, 1974; t-1ountcastle et al., 1966; Pubols 

and Pubols, 1976). Studies of units in the eat's foot pad (Janig et al., 

1968: Iggo and Ogawa, 1977) a.nd the glabrous . skin of the human hand 

(Johansson, 1976a, b; 1978; Johansson and Vallbo, 1976) hnve reported 

multiple zones of maximal sensitivity within the receptive fields of 

certain fiber types. The present results indicate, as illustrated in the 

sensitivity profiles presented in Figures 8-11, that the majority of the 

fibers innervating the forepaw and hindpaw of the raccoon possess a 
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single zone of maximal sensitivity (lowest thr~shold) surrounded by 

regions of progressively diminishing sensitivity. No fiber class could 

be correlated with a particular type of sensitivity profile. _ Generally, 

across all fiber class~s, a rapid decrease in sensitivity (increase in 

threshold) occur~ed as the probes were moved 
I 

away from the receptive 

field focus. The rapid decrease in sensitivity was oft~n accentuated on 

the distal side of the receptive field focus, reflecting the slightly 

eccentric location .of the focus within the maximum receptive field. 

2. Complexi~y of the ·neuronal discharge. 

The respon~e properties of each fiber investigated were uniqu~. 

Those chosen for illustration in the analysis which follows will 

hopefully demonstrate the full range of complexity of individual fiber 

response without doing injustice to the subtleties of the response of any 

one fiber. 

Ambiguity of single fiber responses. Armed with the knowledge that 

the size of the receptive f·ield of a first order fiber increases as a 

function of the intensity at which it is mapped and that the receptive 

field is therefore not uniform in sensitivity, it was anticipated that 

stimuli differing in either location within the receptive field or 

location and intensity could evoke the same output in any given fiber. 

In other words, the output can be ambiguous in terms of signaling a 

sepcific location or intensity - distinctly different stimuli producing 
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the same number of action potentials in a single fiber. 

Figure 1'3 demonstrates the ambiguous nature of the resl?onse of a 

single fiber. The receptive field of this median nerv~ fiber was located 

on the glabrous skin just proximal to digit one and overlapped stimulus 

Location 3. 

The curve on ·the right represents the profile of sensitivity of this 

fiber across its receptive field. The magnitude of the response evoked 

by a probe delivering 62.5 grams is plotted as a function of the location 

of the probe along a line bisecting the receptive field through its 

focus. Th~ resulting cross-sectional neural response function (or NRF) 

demonstrates the graded sens~tivity of the receptive field - a point of 

maximum sensitivity is ·surrounded by regions progressively diminishing in 

sensitivity as the borders of the receptive field are approached. The 

symmetrical nature of the NRF clearly demonstrates that the response of 

the fiber to stimulation of any point within its recept'ive field (other 

than its focus) cannot be unique. As illustrated by the vertical dashed 

lines, the same level of neuronal output will be obtained by stimulation 

of at least two locations. 

The NRF across the entire receptive field (rather than a 

cross-section) is actually three-dimensional and may be thought of as a 

"cone" perpendicular to the skin surface with the peak centered abov:e the 



Figure ~· Ambiguous nature of the response of a single median nerve 

fiber to stimuli varying in location and intensity. The curve on the --- ----- -- ---

right shows the number of spikes evoked upon presentation of the 62.5 

gram probe to different locations along the distal to proximal-axis of 

the receptive field of ~ single fiber. The curv~ ~ the left shows the 

change in output of the ~ fiber !! ~ function of stimulus intensity, 

defined at the receptive field focus. The intersections of the dashed 

ordinates with the dashed abscissas indicate that the same number of 

spikes ~ be evoked by stimuli varying in location and intensity. 
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' receptive field focus. Consequently, rather than giving the same 

response to only two locations, a given level of output would be produced 

by a complete "ring" ·of ·loci within the receptive field. 

The left part of the figure shows the response of the same fiber 

plotted as a function of sti~ulus intensity. A series of probes 

representing a wide range of intensities was presented to the receptive 

-
field focus to generate this curve. It has long been demonstrated th~t 

such a direct relationship exists between stimu1us intensity (measured in 

either units of force or skin displacement) and the magnitude of the 

neural response (by any ~f several measures). The relationship, most 

often described as a logarithmic function or a power function {see for 

example Pubol,s and Pubols, 1976) has· been used to define the abil-ity of 

single fibers ·to encode the intens~ty of a stimulus. 

The curve illustrated is typical of intensity functions demonstrated 

for first order fibers innervating the glabrous skin of the raccoon 

(Pubols and Pubols, 1976).' The relationship is essentially linear in the 

low range of ~tirnulus intensities but shows a marked saturation effect as 

stimulus intensity is increased. The monotonic nature of the i-ntensity 

function provides that a single intensity is represented by a given 

number of action potentials. Taken by itself, this curve could be used 

to predict that this fiber could represent a wide range of stimulus 

intensities-unambiguously. However, as indicated by the intercepts of 
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the dashed lines, a 22 gram stimulus d~livered to the receptive field 

focus (left figure) would produce the same number of action potentials·as 

a 62.5 gram Stimulus delivered to at least t\-lO other loca·tions within the 

fiber's receptive field (right figure). 

Invariably, descriptions of ,intensity functions for s~ngle neurons 

are based upon presentations of stimuli to the receptive field foci 

(Harrington and t-1erzenick, 1970; Mountcastle et al., 1966; \'i'erner and 

.Hountcastle, 1965). An interesting finding of the present study was that 

presentation of the same intensity series to points within the receptive 

field other than the focus produces a family of quite different ~ntensity 

functions/;· It appears, therefore, that not only is the sensitivity 

across a receptive field graded for any particular stimulus intensity, 

but sensitivity also varies with changes in ·intensity at .any particular 

point. 

Figure 14 illustrates the maximum receptive field and various neural 

responses for a fiber inne~vating the glabrous skin of the hindpaw. The 

neural records illustrate the dependence of the neural response upon both 

intensity and location within the receptive field. A response was 

consistently evoked in this fib~r both at stimulus onset (labeled "on") 

and stimulus removal (labeled "off"). The set of.records on the left· 

illustrate the response of the fiber to an intensity series delivered to 

Location 3 and the set on the right illustrates the response to the same 



Figure 14. Ambiguity demonstrated in the discharge of a single tibial 

. nerve fiber. The maximum extent of the r~ceptive field ot this fiber is 

illustrated ~ the figurine. The oscilloscope records demonstrate that 

the .911 gram probe and the 15.7 gram probe evoked the~ number of 

spikes at stimulus onset when presented to Locations 4 and ~' 

respectively. The 5.64 gram probe evoked the same number of spikes at 

Location!!! did the 27.0 and 62.5 gram probes presented to Location 3. 
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intensity series at Location 4. Comparing the responses evoked at 

Location 3 ·with those· evoked at Location 4, it is seen that the same 

response (one spike) is produced by the .911 gram probe at Location 4 and 

the 15.7 gram probe at Location 3. Similarly, three spikes are evoked by 

5.64 grams presented to Location 4 as well as by 27.0 and 62.5 grams 

presented to Location 3. D±scriminaticin of intensity and .location 

clearly cannot be made on the basis of the activity of this fiber alone -

a strong stimulus delivered to Location 3 cannot be diffe.rentiated from ·a 

weak stimulus presented to Location 4. 

Figure 15 illustrates similar confusion of location and intensity in 

responses :·:from three iocations within the receptive field of a median 

nerve fiber. A unitary spike is evoked poth by the 2. 38 gram probe at 

Location 3 and the 5.64 gram probe at Location 4. Five spikes are 

recorded for the presentation of 15.7 grams to Location 3 and 5.64 grams 

to Location X (see the inset diagram). Comparing the responses evoked by 

the same intensity series at Locations 3 and 4 demonstrates the varying 

nature of the sensitivity of different regions of .this fiber's receptive 

field to changes in stimulus intensity. 

Reliability of fiber classification by adaptation rate. The rate of 

adaptation to a sustained stimulus is certainly one of the most often 

used criteria to classify neurons at all levels of the nervous system; 

indeed, Mountcastle (1957) proposed that this is the single most reliable 



Figure 15. Confusion of changes in stimulus location and intensity in 

-
the response of a single fiber. Oscilioscope records of spikes evoked by 

mechanical stimulation of Locations 3, 4 and X within the receptive field 
- --- - ------

of median nerve fiber 21.4 are shown. The single spike discharges evoked ------ ----- ----- ---- --- -----
at Locations 3 and 4 with the 2.38 and 5.64 gram probes, respectively are ---------- - --- - ---- --- ---- --- ---- ---- ------
identical, demonstrating confounding of location and intensity in the 

output of this fiber. The 15.7 gram probe at Location 3 produces the 
------ -- ---- -----
same number of spikes as 5.64 grams at Location x. Comparison of the 

neural records for the intensity series at Locations 3 and 4 demonstrates 
------ -------- --- --- ---------- ------ ----~---- - ----- -------------
that the ability of the fiber to respond to changes in stimulus intensity 

is not uniform across the receptive field. -- --- -------- ------
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criterion for neuronal taxonomy. Classification of peripheral fibers is 

based upo:n the observed adaptation rate when an arbitrarily -,defined 

suprathreshold. stimulus is presented to the most sensitive, portion of the 

receptive field. The present experiments presented a unique situation. 

Rather than only exam.ining the response of a fiber at the receptive field 

focus, the responsiveness of a fiber was tested at'predefined skin 

locations - the point (or points) tested for any fiber was determined by 

the position of. one or more of the six test Points within the fiber's 

f 

receptive field. 

Figure 16 illustrates the dependence of adaptation rate ~pon the 

position of the stimulus within the receptive .. field. This median nerve 

fiber would be labeled MSA on the basis of its response to suprathreshold 

stimulation at the receptive field focus (Location X). The discharge 

evoked at other locations throughout the receptive field (as illustrated 

for Location 1) '"as consistently rapidly adapting. 

Figure 17 demonstrates th~ marked changes in· adaptation rate "thich 

can occur as a function of stimulus intensity. The uppermost record 

shows the response of this fiber to threshold stimulation-at Location 2. 

A single ~pike was produced at stimulus onset and two spikes were 

generated follo\o~ing stimulus removal. With presentation of the 2. 38 gram 

probe, the response is still rapidly adapting - four spikes at onset and 

one at removal. The response evoked by the 9.45 gram .probe would change 



Figure 16. Variation in the rate of adaptation to a sustained stimulus 

demonstrated for two locations within the receptive field of a single 

median nerve fiber. The response evoked at the receptive field focus 

(Location X) was slowly adapting at all intensities greater than 

threshold. The response evoked at other locations within the receptive 

field, as illustrated for Location 1, was consistently rapidly adapting. -- --- ------------- -------- ---------
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Figure 17. Variation in the rate of adaptation to~ sustained stimulus 

as a function of stimulus intensity. The .260 and 2.38 gram probes 

evoked ~ rapidly adapting ( RA) disc.harge ~ Location 2. The 9. 45 gram 

probe evoked ~ moderately slowly adapting (MSA) discharge which stopped 

within 10 seconds of stimulus onset. Higher stimulus intensities (15.7, 

27.0 and 62.5 grams) produced ~very slowly adapting (VSA) discharge 

which continued for several minutes during stimulus application. 
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the classification of this fiber from RA to MSA - the discharge continued 

beyond the period of active skin indentation but ceased prior to ten 

seconds of stimulus application. The responses evoked by 15.~, 27.0 and 

62.5 grams are characteristic of the VSA class. At all three 

intensities, the discharge continued longer than· 10 seconds and at the 

highest intensity, the discharge was still evident after three minutes of 

sustained stimulus application. 

Fiber classifications based upon the rate of adaptation during 

sustained stimulation of receptive field foci were inconsistent with 

classifications based upon stimulation at more peripheraL locations for 

28% of the median nerve fibers and 38% of the tibial nerve fibers. 

Gibson et al ~1975) and Gybels and van Hees (1972) have reported similar 

difficulty in determining the classification of a few fibers innervating 

the eat's foot pad and the glabrous skin of the human hand, respectively. 

"On", ''on-off" and "off" responses. The relationship' between fiber 

discharge and ·stimulus onset and removal is very complex for the majority 

of the fibers examined. The response of 28% of the median nerve fibers 

-and 24% of the tibial nerve fibers was purely "on" - that is, occurring 

only in conjunction with stimulus onset. A pure "off" re.sponse was noted 

for 3% of the rnedia.n nerve fibers. These units responded only when a 

probe was removed from the skin; an "on" response could not be evoked at 

any point -within the receptive field at any intensity. The largest 
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percentage of fibers, 62% of the median and 74% of the tibial, displayed 

separate o_r overlapping "on" and "off" regions which changed considerably 

in relation to stimulus intensity. 

Figure 18 illustrates the coexistence of three regions within the 

receptive field of a median nerve fiber for which a stimulus of the same 

intensity, 5.64 grams, evokes three different response "types." Within 

the bounded region labeled X, the probe elicits a response only
1
with 

stimulus onset (a·n "on" region). Within zone Y, a response is seen at 

both stimulus onset and removal (an "on-off" region). Activity is seen 

only after stimulus removal from zone z (an "off" region). At t~reshold, 

this fibei- displayed a single "on" focus. The off region appeared at a 

higher intensity, bordering the distal portion of the "on" region. The 

"on-off" zone developed as intensity was further increased, resulting in 

overlap of the previously separate "on" and "off" zones. ~.fuen mapped 

with the 62.5 gra...--n probe, the entire field was converted to an "on-off" 

response type. 

The variable occurrence of "on" and "off" responses contributes to 

the ambiguous nature of the output of a single fiber. Stimulus onsP-t and 

removal can produce the same effects as changes in location and 

intensity. In Figure 15 fo,r example, the 5 spike "off" response-

occurring during removal of the 62.5· gram stimulus from Location X is 

quite similar to the 5 spike "on" discharge resulting from presentation 



·Figure 18. Coexistence of "on", "off" and "on-off" reqions within the 

receptive field of ~ median ~ fiber. The response evoked by the 56.4 

gram probe within region ! (refer to inset diagram) occurred at 

stimulus onset. Within region !' spikes !!.!.!!: produced both at stimulus 

onset and offset. · Only ~ "off" response was noted when the same probe 

was presented within ~eqion z. (The spikes were retouched for 

illustration). 
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of 15.7 grams.to Location 3. 

Spontaneous discharge. Seven percent of the median nerve sample and 

two percent of the tibial nerve sample displayed a highly regular low 

frequ,ency (20-50 spikes/sec.) spontaneous discharge. These f.ibers were 

consistently found to have extremely complex receptive fields. The 

maximum receptive fields were generally large and difficult to define 

precisely. They displayed marked sensitivity to skin stretch which 

usually showed directionality - str~tching in one direction increased the 

discharge rate while stretch applied in a different direction suppressed 

the spontaneous discharge. The baseline discharge rate did not appear to 

be sensitive to thermal stimulation. The response to punctate 

stimulation ~ithin the receptive field was also 'complex. Separate 

regions which were effective in decreasing and increasing the discharge 

rate could always be demonstrated. 

Figure 19 illustrates the response characteristics of a complex and 

spontaneously· active median nerve fiber. The receptive field of this 

fiber was relatively large and difficult to define with precision (due to 

the spontaneous activity). The approximate border of the maximum 

receptive field is indicated in the inset diagram. The uppermost record 

shows the highly regular nature of the spontaneous discharge. The 

remaining records present the response of the fiber to 27.0 grams applied 

at Locations 3, 4, 5, 6 and X. It is demonstrated that at all locations 



Figure 19. Neural response records of a spontaneously active median 

nerve fiber. The spontaneous discharge ~. is shown in the uppermost 

record. The remaining records show the responses .evoked by the. 27.0 gram 

probe at Locations ~, ~, X and 6 (~inset diagram). At all 

locations other than _!, stimulus onset produced a decrease in spike 

discharge7 stimulus removal ~ accompanied by ~ transient increase in 

discharge ~, followed by ~ gradual return to the resting discharge 

rate. In contrast, at Location _!, stimulus onset produced ~ increase in 

spike discharge and·stimulus removal produced a suppression of discharge. 

The duration of the decrease (or increase) in activity accompanying 

stimulus onset ~ directly related to stimulus intensity. 
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other than X, stimulus onset was accompanied by a depression in the level 

of activity. This depression in activity continued throughout the period 

of stimulus application, although some recovery was noted~ Stimulus 

removal produced a transient increase in the rate of activity followed by 

a gradual return to the original resting discharge rate. At intensities 

near threshold, the discharge rate was only momentarily depressed -

recovery to the spontaneous level occurred prior to stimulus removal and 

no afterdischarge was evident. In contrast to the response at Locations 

3, 4, 5 and 6, a small region of the receptive field displayed quite 

different properties. At Location X, stimulus onset produced a sustained 

increase in the level of activity. Stimulus removal was followed by a 

period of suppression of discharge and a gradual return to the 

spontaneous rate. Skin stretch proved to be a potent stimulus to this 

fiber. Gentle traction applied .with for.ceps to skin at the proximal 

border of the receptive field resulted in a sustained increase in 

activity. Similar treatment of the distal border resulted in suppression 

of activity. 

Temperature sensitivity. The receptive fields of 35 median nerve 

fibers (23 RA, 7 MSA, 5 VSA) and 35 tibial nerve fibers (17 RA, 12 MSA, 6 

VSA) were tested for temperature sensitivity. The stimuli consisted of 
1 

cold (5-10Q C) and warm (30-35°C) water applied gently to the receptive 

field focus with an eyedropper. None of the fibers tested demonstrated 
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any change in discharge rate upon pr~sen~ation of the warm water. Two 

tibial nerve fibers, both classified as VS~, responded to the application 

of cold water with a transient burst of spikes followed by a slow and 

irregular discharge which completely adapted out in 2-3 seconds. The 

slow discharge rate could be maintained· by allowing the water to flow 

across the receptive field. Neither fiber exhibited spontaneous 

activity. Both fibers were quite sensitive to mechanical stimuli 

(thresholds: .098 and .260 grams) delivered to the receptive field foci. 

Units with similar response properties have been found in both hairy 

(Hunt and Mcintyre, 1960; Iggo and Muir, 1969) and glabrous skin (Pubols 

et al • , 197 1 ) • The response to thermal stimulation is generally 

considered to represent a flaw in the syste·m, hence such fibers have been 

labeled "spur'ious thermoreceptors" ( Iggo, 1969). 

Conduction velocity. Orthodromic conduction velocity was measured 

for 15 fibers innervating the forepaw and 11 fibers innervating the 

hindpaw. The median values and ranges were nearly identical (forepaw 

meqian = 46 m/sec., range 33-60 m/sec.; hindpaw median= 40 m/sec., range 

= 30~65 m/sec.), placing all of the fibers tested within the range 

defined for group II afferent fibers (Lloyd, 1943.). 

B. Innervation density. 

Innervation density is presumed to be an important factor in spatial 
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discrimination and its variation across the skin (Johansson and Vallbo, 

1979: Zimmermann, 1978), yet surprisingly few studies have be~n directed 

at defining the differences in innervation density existing in skin 

regions with different discriminative capacities. In the present 

investigation, experiments were performed to determine (1) the distal to 

proximal gradients of innervation density across the glabrous skin of the 

raccoon's forepaw and hindpaw and (2) the difference in innervation 

density between the two paws. 

1. Distal to proximal variation in innervation density of each paw. 

Directly determining the number of nerve fibers terminati~g in a 

·given region of skin is technically quite difficult. Janig (1971) 

demonstrated that fibers leaving the cutaneous nerves in the foot pad of 

the cat enter plexuses and may travel parallel to the skin surface for 

several millimeters prior to terminating in the skin. The axons may also 

bifurcate several millimeters before their entry into organized 

receptors. It is therefore not a simple matter to obtain blocks of 

tissue for histological analysis which will yield an accurate picture of 

the number of nerve fibers innervating an isolated pate~ of skin. 

Given the difficulties inherent in the direct anatomic approach to· 

describing the subtleties of the gradient of innervation density across· 

the skin of each paw, a method was devised to estimate those differences 

based upon the magnitude of the neural response to electrical stimuli 
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delivered to the. skin test sites. Stainless steel electrodes, spaced ·2. 5 

mrn apart., were used to deliver constant current s_timulation to the skin 

around each of the six test points on eac·h paw {see Figure -20A) • The 

compound action potentials evoked by 25 successive shocks delivered at 

1/sec. were averaged and plotted for each test site. Examples of the 

compound action potentials produced by this procedure are .-shown in Figure 

20B. Differences in the integrated_ voltages of the compound action 

potentials evoked at ~ach test point (as measured with a polar 

planimeter) were used to estimate the. magnitude of the change in 

innervation density in ·the distal to proximal direction. 

Three::-sets of comp:)und action potentials were obtained for each paw 

in each of th,ree raccoons. Each set of compound action potentials from a 

particular animal was obtained with a different level ·o.f constant current 

stimulation. Ratio scaling was used to normalize the data from dif.ferent 

sets of trials so that they could be pooled and averaged. Thus, for any 

given set of trials, the integrated voltage measur~d for each skin test 

point was scaled relative to the maximum integrated voltage obtained for 

the six test points. The data obtained from the three animals were 

c·ombined and the .mean values are presented graphically in Figure 21. 

The curves presented in Figure 21 show the changes in integrated 

voltage occurring ·along ·the d'istal to proximal axes of the paws; these 

voltage changes suggest-corresponding changes in innervation density. It 



Figure 20. An electrophysiological method for estimating variation in 

innervation density across the skin of the paws. 

A. Constant current electrical shocks {~) were delivered to the 

skin at each test 'point. The resulting monophasic compound action 

potentials were recorded (!) with ~ stainless steel electrode wrapped 

around the nerve trunk. The reference electrode, located proximally, was 

positioned ~ ~ crushed portion of the nerve. 

B1
• Monophasic compound action potentials recorded as described in 

for both median and tibial nerve preparations (traced from X-Y 

plotter records). Each compound action potential is the result of 

averaging the responses evoked by 25 successive stimuli. 
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Figure 21. · Di~tal to proximal gradients of innervation density for the 

forepaw and hindpaw. Eacft ~ shows the gradients obtained by plotting 

the relative magnitudes of the integrated voltages of the compound action 

( 

potentials obtained by stimulating each of the six test points ~ each 

paw. The values indicated by the open (median nerve) and filled (tibial 

nerve) circles for each stimulus location (abscissa) are scaled relative 

to the largest integrated·voltage obtained upon stimulation of the test 

points ~ each paw. 
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is demonstrat~d that the density decreases sharply in the proximal 

direction .on both paws • The difference in i~nervation between the digit-s 

(Locations and 2) and the more proximal rx>1nts on the palmar and 

plantar surfaces is particularly striking. 

With the exception of the difference between forepaw Locations 1 and 

2, ·the differences noted between adjacent skin points were not 

significant. The data obtained for each pair of skin points of a pa~r 

were therefore combined to prepare the bar graphs presented in Figure 22. 

These graphs clearlydemonstrate the gradients of innervation density 

occurring across the paws. Although the same trend is seen in the 

gradients ·obtained for each- paw, the. magnitude of the distal to proximal 

gradient ~s somewhat greater for the forepaw than the hindpaw. 

The validity of using the compound action potential to estimate 

innervation density. A primary assumption was that the integrated 

voltage of.the compound action potential reflects the nu~ber of fibers. 

activated by the stimulus. It has 'been suggested that a compound action 

potential can be interpreted as a linear summation of· the action 

potentials of those single fibers , that are activated by the stimulus 

(Stegeman et al., 1979). This implies that the "height" of the compound 

action potential could be used to estimate differences in the number of' 

fibers activated. However, many factors, which are not well understood 

quantitatively, can influence the shape of compound actiron po:tentials: 



Figure_22. Relative differences in innervation density-for three regions 

of glabrous skin on the forepaw and hindpaw. Each bar represents the 

relative magnitude of the density of innervation present in the digits 

(Locations 1 and ~), distal pads (Locations 1 and!> and proximal pads 

(Locations~ and~). A sharp decrease in density is demonstrated to 

occur along the distal to proximal axis of each paw. 
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the spread of conduction velocities among·the fibers activated (Buchthal 

and Rosenfalck, 1966), temperatu~e (Luden and Beyler, 1977) and the 

refractoriness of fiber membranes (Buchthal and R?senfalck, - 1966), to 

name but a .few. It was therefore decided that a measure of the total 

voltage deflection· produced by the stimulus would more accurately depict 

the number of fibers activated than would the magnitude of the peak 

voltage. 

The skin of each paw was assumed to be uniform in its resistance to 

curre11t fl.ow, · thereby allowing the assumption that equivalent stimuli 

would spread through the same amount of tissue when presented to each of 

the six t·est points. The integrated compound action potentials recorded 

could then b~ used as a · relative measure of the number of fibers 

~nnervating a given area of skin: innervation density •. 

The validity of the gradients depends upon confinement of the 

stimulating current to the skin. Since such electrical stimulation 

probably directly activates terminal branches of fibers rather than the 

receptors per se, excessive current could be expected to spread to deep. 

·tissue·s and thus to activate deep fiber bundles innervating regions 

·distal to the stimulation site. This was tested by inserting the 

stimulating electrodes into the suhcutan·eous tissue at each test site. 

Stimulation was then found to produce gradients essentially reversed from 

those produced by controlled cutaneous stimulation, demonstrating that in 
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fact the nerve trunks were being stimulated. In this situation the large 

comp:lund ~ction potentials recorded at the more proximal points reflected 

the .size of the nerve trunks under the skin rather than the- innervation 

of the skin at those locations. Similar results were obtained with very 

strong cutaneous stimulation. ·The current used in the trials devoted 

tosurface producing ~the gradients illustr~ted in Figures 21 

adjusted so that the deep fibers were not affected. 

and 22 was 
I 

Elect~ical stimulation is indiscriminate - all fibers, both afferent 

l 
and. efferent {sympathetic) may be induced to discharge. The contribution 

of the efferent {ibers to the compound action potentials was as.sumed to 

be constant across the six skin test .sites of each paw. It may also be 

assumed that the contribution of these fibers is relatively minor. The 

compound action potential is primarily a reflection of activity ip the 

larger myelinated fibers since (1) they are·m9re likely to be activated 

at the low current levels employed and· (2) they produce larger single 

fiber action potentials than the smaller sympathetic fibers. 

2. The difference in innervation density between the forepaw and 

hindpaw. 

The gradients presented for the forepaw and hindpaw do not/ provide 

any information about the magnitude of the difference in innervation· 

density between the two paws. Differences in 'the properties of the skin 

as well as presumed differences in the size and volume conduction 
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properties of the me:dian and tibial ~erves (see Stegeman et al., 1979) 

prevent direct comparison of th~ integrated voltages of the compound 

action potentials evoked at corresponding locations on the ~orepaw and 

hind paw. The difference in innervation density between the two paws was· 

therefore estimated on the basis of two sets of data: (1) the total 

number of fibers in the. median and tibial nerves and { 2) the tota.l skin 

areas innervated by each nerve. 

Determination ·Of the total .. number of myelinated fibers in the median 

and tibial nerves. The difference in the number of mechanosensitive 

nerve fibers innervating the glabrous skin of the forepaw and hindpaw was 

estimated:·: on the basis of counts of the total number of myelinated axons 

in the median and tibial nerves. Cross sections of these nerves were 

taken at equivalent distances from the., most proximal portions of the 

glabrous surface.· Since both nerves are mixed {both sensory and motor), 

it was necessary to assume that the nerves contained approximately equal 

ratios of motor and sensory fibers. A second assumption was that the 

population of high sensitivity mechanoreceptors. is limited to the 

myelinated fibers. This assumption is common in the literature. The. 

presence of low threshold mechanoreceptors connected to nonmyelinated 

nerve fibers has not been demonstrated for the raccoon or primates (see 

for example, Kumazawa and Perl, 1977;. Torebjork, 1974). 
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Cross-sections of median and tibial nerves obtained from three 

raccoons were examined histologically. The gross appearance of the two 

nerves was very similar. Each consisted of a variable- number of 

fascicles encapsulated with perineurium. The portion of the total 

cross-sectional area of the nerves which was composed of fascicles 

averaged 1.82 sq. mm for the median and 1.49 sq. mm ·for the tibial 

nerves. 

For each nerve specimen, two estimates were made of th~ total number 

of myelinated fibers. The data are summarized in Table IV. The first 

estimate was based upon counts of fibers from photomicrog.raphs of 

representative cross-sectional areas of the nerves taken at a 

magnification of 400X. The second estimate was based. upon counts of 

fibers made '·directly under the microscope with the aid of a drawing tube. 

The second procedure had the advantage of allowing fine adjustments of 

focus while counting the fibers, thereby improving the identification of 

smaller fibers. The final estimates of the- total number of myelinated 

fibers in the nerve specimens (the mean of the two procedures) ranged 

from 20,400 to 26,700 for the median nerves and 16,900 to 25,200 for the 

tibial nerves. 

Figure 23 presents the mean number of myelinated axons present in 

the nerves of the three animals. The mean number of fibers is somewhat 

smaller for the tibial nerve ( 21,200) -than the median nerve ( 23,600). 



TABLE IV 

The Number of Myelinated Nerve Fibers in the Median and 

Tibial Nerves of the Raccoon 

Median nerve Tibial nerve 

~c 23 RC 24 ~c 25 ~c 23 RC 24 RC 25 

Fascicular area (sq. mm. ). 1.50 2.28 1.68 1.64 1.61 1.21 

First estimate 
Count 1189 •. 1118 •. 610. 1563. 1096. 813. 
% of area counted 5.9 4.4 2.7 6.1 5.2 4.8 
Est. of total fibers 20200. 25400. 22600. 25600. 21100. 16900. 

Second estimate 
Count 1085. 1088. 1299. 1339. 1206. 1049. 
% of fibers counted 5.3 3.9 5.4 5.5 5.5 6.2 
Est. of total fibers 20500. 27900. 24100. 24300. 21700. 16900. 

Mean of estimates 20400. 26700. 23600. 25200. 21400. 16900. 



Figure 23. The number of myelinated fibers present in the median and 

-
tibial nerves of the raccoon. Each bar represents the ~ number of 

fibers estimated from fiber counts of three nerves. 
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The standard errors of the means, shown graphically, 'indicate the 

extensive overlap of · the counts from different animals. It · is 

interesting to note 'that a recent study of the median nerve of a 23 year 

- old woman resulted in an estimate _of 27, 300 fibers at the_ level of the ' 

,wrist (Johansson and Vallbo, 1979) .* The smaller surface area of the 

raccoon's paw than that .of the human hand leads to the conclusion that 

the raccoon's paw is much more densely innervated than the human hand. 

Determination of the areas of skin innervated by the median and 

tibial nerves. The skin regions innervated by the median and tibial 

nerves were mapped using'two different stimuli. The. first map was made 

using the: 62.5 gram probe. The borders of the region of skin producing 

an audible cqm_FX)und action potential when stimulated were marked directly_ 

on the skin. The mapping procedure was. then repeated using a glass rod, 

approximately 3 mm in diameter. 

= = = = = = = = = = = 

* The results of an .earlier study (B~chthal and Rosenfalck, 1966) now 

conside~ed to have grossly underestimated· the number of myelinated 

fibers, stated that the human median rierve contained only -6500 fibers at 

the wrist. 
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Both glabrous and hairy skin of· the forepaw were found to be 

innervated by the. median nerve. The "receptive· region" of the median 

nerve, as mapped with the 62.5 gram pro:be, included all of tne glabrous 

skin of digits 1-4 and extended slightly onto the hairy skin on the 

dorsal surface of·the digits. On the paw, the innervated region included 

the medial portion of the ·glabrous and hairy skin bordered by a line 

circling the paw diagonally from the junction .of digits 4 _and 5 to the 

wrist jus:t proximal to Location 6 (refer to Figure 3B). When mapped with 

-
the glass rod, the region producing a detectable compound· action 

potential increased to 'include the entire surface area of digits·l-4.-

The size of. the ·region on the paw increased by 20-25%. 

Mapped with the 62.5 gram probe, the receptive region of the tibial 

nerve was contained for the most part within the glabrous skin of the 

hindpaw. Al~ of the glabrous skin of digits 1-5 and the foot was within 

the borders, v.•hich ext.ended slightly { 1-.2( mm) onto the hairy skin. Using 

the glass rod, the region of innervation was shown to include nearly the 

entire paw • All of the glabrous and hairy skin of the digits produced 

. audible neural ac.tivity a·s did the glabrous and hairy skin of the paw 

except for·the dorsal surface within 1-2 em of the ankle. 

-The measured areas of the regions of skin innervated by ·the median · 

and tibial nerves are presented in Figure 24. .The mean areas {N=4) of 

the receptive regions are presented for both mapping procedures. \~ith 



Figure 24. .The ~ of the skin regions innervated by the median and 

tibial nerves in the raccoon. Two · estimates of the surface area 

innervated~ each nerve are presented. The clear bars show t?e ~.of 

skin regions in which a compound action potential ~ detected by 

stimulation with the 62.5 qram probe. The cross-hatched bars show the 

areas .Yielding .! response when stimulated .with ~ glass rod. The latter 

estimates are considered to represent the maximum extent of · · the skin· 

regions innervated by each ~· 
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either mapping stimulus, the region of skin innervated by the tibial· 

nerve greatly exceeded that innervated by the median nerve.. The mean 

areas of the skin regions mapped with the 62.5 gram probe were 3,900 sq. 

mm for the median nerve and 6,720 ·sq. mm for the tibial nerve. The. 

resulting ratio of forepaw to hindpaw skin areas innervated is 1:1.7. 

Corresponding measurements with the glass probe were 4,990 sq. mm for 

the· median and 11,320 sq. mm for the _tibial nerve, indicating a forepaw 

to hindpaw ratio of 1:2.3. ·The borders determined with the glass rod 

were easier to define and were assumed to represent the maximum extent of 

the area of innervation of the two nerves. 

Estimation of the relative difference in innervation density between 

the ~· F~r tactile sensibility, innervation density may be defined as 

the total number of mechanosensitive nerve fibers terminating in a given 

area of skin. The data described above cannot be used to calculate 

absolute innervation density for the raccoon's forepaw or hindpaw; 

however, given the assumptions stated in the previous sections, a 

reasonable estimate of the relative difference in innervation · density 

between the two paws can be made. The total number of myelinated fibers 

in the median and tibial nerves was estimated to be 23,600 and 21,200, 

respectively. The corresponding areas of innervation were found (at 

maximum) to be 4,990 sq. mm and 11,320 sq. mrn. Dividing the number of 

fib~rs by the skin areas gives 4.73 fibers/sq. mm for the forepaw and 
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1.87 fibers/sq. mm for the hindpaw. The ratio of forepaw to hindpaw 

innervation density is therefore predicted to be 2.5:1 • 

. . Having obtained an estimate of the overall difference in innervation 

density between the two paws, -it was now possible to adjust the gradients 

presented in Figure 21 to allow comparison of the relative innervation 

density of corresponding l9cations on the two paws. The values presented 

in Figure 25 for hindpaw regions 1-2, 3-4 and 5-6 are "the values 

estimated for the relative decrease in innervation density occurring in 

the distal to proximal direction (from Figure 22). The comparable values 

for the forepaw were multiplied by 2.5 to correct for the difference in 

innervaticfr'l between the two paws. The differences between the magnitudes 

of the forepaw and hindpaw values for corresponding locations, as plotted 

in Figure 25, therefore represent an estimate of the difference in 

innervation density at comparable locations on the paws. The inset 

diagram plots the magnitude of the difference in.innervation density for 

the three regions of skin. The forepaw is estimated to possess 2.5 times 

greater innervation than the hindpaw for the d~gits (Locations 1 and 2), 

2.3 times greater for the distal pads (Locations 3 and 4) and 1.7 times 

greater for the proximal pad (Locations 5 and 6). 

c. Population analysis: Across-fiber patterns. 

The data will now be organized in accordance with the across-fiber 



Figure 25. Relative·innervation density of corresponding regions of the 

forepaw ,and· hindpaw of the raccoon. The density values for each· paw 

(Figure 22) were corrected for the overall difference in innervation 

density between the two paws by multiplying the forepaw values by 2.5 

(~text). The left graph shows the difference in innervation density 

between corresponding locations ~ each paw. The inset graph directly 

compares the forepaw to hindpaw differences by arbitrarily setting all 

hindpaw values equal to 1.0. 
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patterning theory (Erickson, 1963, 1967, 1968) to visualize the 

population .responses produced by various punctate stimuli varying in 

location· and ·intensity. Analysis of the heuri .. st·ic value o"f the single 

fiber and p::>pulation approaches to somatosensory coding, as well as the, 

ability of · each to desc.ribe the animal's capability to discriminate 

between stimuli on ~h~ basis of the responses of first order afferents 

will be reserved for Section IV. 

1. Reconstruction of across-fiber patterns. 

Figure 26 illustrates the across-fiber pattern theory for three 

hypothetical neurons. Applied to the present investigation, the abscissa 

in Part A :·~epresents the continuum of skin location. The two curves 

presented fqr each ·neuron (or nerve fiber) represent the cross-sectional 
/ 

neural response functions (NRFs) of those neurons as determined at two 

intensities of stimulation. In comparing the NRFs determined with lesser 

(dashed lines) and greater (solid lines) intensities 6f stimulation, the 

following should be noted: a greater stimulus intensity results in (1) an 

increase in the overall i'height" of the NRFs, reflecting the direct 

relationship between the magnitude of the neural response and stimulus 

intensity and {2) an increase in the "width" of the NRF, reflecting the 

growth of rec.eptive fields as a function of stimulus intensity. The 

receptive field growth accompanying the increase in stimulus intensity 

may also be. noted to increase the amount of receptive field overlap. 



Figure 26. The across-fiber pattern theory illustrated ~y the reponses 

of three hypothetical neurons. 

A. Neural response functions of· three hypotheti-cal neurons defined 

at two stimulus intensities. Points ~ and 2 represent two stimuli along 

the relevant stimulus continuum (stimulus location .for the present 

study). 

B. The code for location. Across-fiber patterns for Stimulus P -------
(solid lines>. and Stimulus 2 (dashed "lines) differ in "form." The 

magnitude of the .difference in the patterns· is cross-hatched, and is 

directly related to the discriminability of Locations ~ and 2· 

c. The code for intensity. Across-fiber patterns produced by 

stimuli differing in intensity presented to point 2_· The difference in 

the patterns (cross-hatched) is ~ of ••height" rather than of ••form." 

The magnitude of this difference is directly related to .the 

discriminability of the two intensities. 
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P and Q·represent locations-on the skin. Presentation of stimuli of 

either In t_ensi ty or Intensity 2 to these skin points evokes .activity in 

all of the neurons of this "population ... Part B illustrates -the unique 

nature of the across-fiber patterns (AFPs) produced by stimuli at 

Locations P and Q. The AFP for Stimulus P (at Intens'ity 2) is outlined 

with solid lines and the AFP for Stimulus Q is outlined with dashed 

lines. The patterns are unique for these two stimuli - as they would be 

for any two stimuli along the stimulus continuum. The difference in the 

AFPs is indicated by cross-hatching. As two stimuli become more similar 

(i.e., are presented closer together on the skin), the difference in the 

resulting AFPs decreases. It is contended that the magnitude· of the 
.- .. --. 

absolute difference in the AFPs, as determined by the amount of incre·ase 

or decrease in the firing of each member of the responding population, 

determines the ability tb discriminate between two stimuli. 

Part c illustrates the AFPs produced by two stimuli varying in 

intensity \'rhich were presented at Location Q. The AFPs do not differ in 

form, as did the patterns presented in Part B, but differ rather in 

11 height," representing differences in the iesponse ·magnitude of the 

population. The .ability to ·discriminate between two stimuli varying only 

in intensity is again believed-to be related to the the magnitude of the 

absolute difference between the AFPs (cross-hatched). In this case, tne 

difference is one of response magnitude rather than of response pattern 
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per se. 

The technical imJ.X>ssibility of simultaneously l;'ecording from all 

elements in an afferent neural population prohibits direct evaluation of 

AFPs. Assuming, however, that neuron samples examined in different 

subjects are representative of the total population of neurons 

innervating specified skin regions in a single animal, it is possible to 

reconstruct population responses to various stimuli. 

As noted in Section II, only those nerve fibers whose receptive 

fields overlapped one or more of the six test points chosen in advance 

(refer to ·figure 3B} wer~ studied in detail. _This procedure allowed the 
:· .. ; 

construction of population responses to the stimuli at those test points. 

Therefore, for each test point on the forepaw and hindpaw, a population 

of nerve fibers was defined - each member. of which displayed unique yet 

overlapping sensitivity to the mechanical sti'muli. For purposes of 

reconstruction of the AFPs, no distinction was made on the basis of fiber 

class. By Looking across "specific" fiber classes at the entire 

responding population an attempt is made to evaluate the ability of the 

population to unambiguously encode stimulus location and stimulus 

intensity without assumptions concerning the special role played by 

different categories of fibers. 

2. Forepaw and hindpaw across-fibet patterns. 
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Across-fiber patterns were constructed for each of four stimulus 

intensities (5 .• 64, 15.7, 27~0 and 62.5 grams) at each of the six skin 

test sites on each paw. Figure 27 illustrates the AFPs res~lting from 

presentation of the 27.0 gram probe to each of the test points on the 

forepaw. The abscissa consists of 80 arbitrarily arranged median nerve 

fibers it should be emphasized that the arrangement is not strictly 

somatotopic; the patterns generated by different stimuli retain their 

uniqueness regardless of the graphical arrangement of the nerve fibers. 

It is important to note~ however. that the arrangement is the same for 

each of the six locations. The same 80 nerve fibers occupy the same 

positions on the abscissae of the plots for each location. The ordinates 

--~ . ....... 
give the magnitude of .the change in activity evoked in the first 500 

milliseconds after stimulus onset. For the majority of the f.i,bers, the 

response was an increase in the number of spikes relative to'the activity 

present in the absence·of stimulation (usually zero). However, decreases 

from ·a spontaneous level of activity also represent a change in neural 

activity and as such are a part of the AFP. Fiber 73, for exe~ple, 

increased spike discharg.e when the stimulus was pres~nted to Location 4 

and decreased its baseline rate of discharge in response to stimulation 

of Locations 5 and 6. 

It is evident from examination of this figure that stimulation of 

each of the six test points produced a distinctive AFP. The AFPs 



Figure 27. Forepaw ~cross-fiber patterns derived from the ,median nerve 

data. AFPs reconstructed ·from the spike discharges evoked during the 

first 500 ~in ao·median nerve fibers by the 27.0 gram probe presented 

to each of the six test points on the forepaw. The abscissa· consists of 

80 ·arbitrarily arranged ~ fibers and is the ~ for each Location. 
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produced at different locations differed primarily in the pattern of 

activity generated across the same subpopulation.of fibers, as is the 

case for Locations 1 and 2·, or involved totally different sets of fibers 

within the population, as is the case for Locations 1 and 4. 

Figure 28 present,s a similar reconstruction of AFPs for the 27. 0 

gram probe presented to the hindpaw skin te·st points. · In this case, the 

sample population consists of 50 tibial nerve fibers. As was 

demonstrated by the forepaw data, the AFPs generated at adjacent 

locations exhibited considerable overlap within the population - yet the 

profile of activity for each location was unique. 

Superimposing the AFPs for different locations and different 

intensities as was done in Figure 26, clearly· illustrates the 

applicability of the across-fiber patterning theory to the coding of 

stimulus location and stimulus intensity in somesthesis. Figure 29A 

presents the proposed code for stimulus location using the data from 

forepaw Locations 3 and 4. The AFP for Location 3 (solid lines) is 

superimposed upon the AFP for Location 4 (dashed lines). The absolute 

difference between the two patterns is cross-hatched. The degree of 

discrirninability of the two stimuli is presumed to be reflected by· the 

~agnitude of the change in the pattern upon sequential presentation of 

the same probe to the two test sites. 



Figure 28. Hindpaw across-fiber patterns derived from the tibial nerve 

data. AFPs ~ reconstructed from the activity evoked during the first 

SOO ~ in SO tibial nerve fibers ~ the 27.0 gram probe presented to 

each of the six ~ points ~ the hindpaw. The abscissa consists of SO 

arbitrarily arranged nerve fibers and is the ~ for each Location. 
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Figure 29. The codes for stimulus location and stimulus intensity 

demonstrated with forepaw across-fiber patterns. The upper figure shows· 

the proposed code for stimulus location. The .AFPs for Locations 1 (solid 

lines) and ! (dashed lines) !!! superimposed~ clearly demonstrating the 

distinct difference in the "fonD" of~ .Patterns produced across the 

same populat·ion of fibers by the same· stinn.ilus probe. The lower figure 

shows superimposed ~ qen~rated by stimulation of Location 1 with the 

27.0 gram (solid lines) and 62.5 gram (dashed lines) probes. The 

difference in the patterns is primarily one of ''height"- or response 

magnitude across the responding fibers rather than·a difference in the 

for.m of the patterns. 
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Figure 29B illustrates the changes in the AFPs occurring as a 

function of stimulus intensity. The solid lines outline-the AFP for 

Location 3 resulting from presentation of the 27.0 gram probe- (Intensity 

1). The dashed lines indicate the pat_tern produced by the 62.5 gram 

probe (Intensity 2). It is demonstrated that the change in intensity is 

accompanied primarily by a change in the overall height of the pattern 

produced. The general shape of the AFP is not affected. The higher 

intensity also elicits activity in additional nerve fibers (recruitment). 

Figures 30A and 30B present a similar treatment of the codes for 

location and intensity for the sample of tibial nerve fiber~. It is 

again demonstrated that a change in location is represented by a change 

in the profile of activity across the responding neural po.pulation, 

whereas .a change in intensity is encoded by a change in the height of the 

AFP.without a significant change in the shape of the pattern. 



Figure 3Q. The codes for stimulus location and stimulus intensity 

demonstrated with hindpaw across-fiber patterns. As in Figure 29,. 
--·-----

changes in stimulus location (upper figure) are seen to change the "form" 

of the pattern of activity produced across the responding fibers. 

Changes in intensity (lower figure) affect primarily the "height" but not 

the "form" of the across-fiber patterns. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

A. The observed properties of single mechanosensitive nerve fibers 

innervating the glabrous skin of the raccoon's forepaw and hindpaw. 

1. Threshold. The absolute threshold force of a single afferent 

fiber, as the term implies, is generally held to be an invariant aspect 

of receptor function. Threshold measurements, however, depe~d upon a 

number of variables, including the type of stimulus used, the size and 

configuration of the probe and the velocity of stimulus application. 

Physical variables related to skin compliance, such as skin temperature, 

blood flow and skin moistness, may also contribute to variations in 
:-.,. 
: ..... 

threshold measurements. Theref«;>re the usefulness of examining_ threshold 

is perhaps greater for comparing the relative sensitivity of different 

skin regions of one species or homologous skin regions of different 

species than for a measurement of "absolute" sensitivity. 

The finding that no difference exists in the threshold forces 

measured for the different categories of fibers (RA, MSA and VSA) agrees 

with previously published data obtained from fibers innervating the 

raccoon's forepaw (Pubols and Pubols, 1973; Pubols et al., 1971). 

Johansson et al. ( 1980) did find tha·t in man the median force thresholds 

127 
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for the P.A classes (RA and J;>C fibers) were somewhat lo\o1er than those of 

the slowly adapting classes (SAI and SAII fibers). Johansson et al. 

concluded that the RA and PC fibers were most likely responsible for 

psychophysical detection of stimulus application since the major.lty of 

these fibers had thresholds at or{below the psychophysical detection 

thresholds reported by Weinstein (1968). The same conclusion cannot be 

made on ,the basis o~ the data obtained from. the raccoon. As seen in 

Figure 7, essentially no difference in threshold exists between the 

rapidly and slowly adapting categories of fibers, suggesting that both 

fiber types may participate in the detection of just noticeable stimuli. 

The tHreshold force·s of the mechanosensitive nerve fibers studied in 

the present , investigation were quite similar to those determined with 

similar methods in previous studies of the glabrous skin of the raccoon's 

forepaw (Pubols et al., 1971) and rhinarium (Barker and l\Felker, 1969). 

Somewhat unexpectedly, the thresholds were also very similar to those 

reported for mechanoreceptors in the glabrous skin of monkeys and baboons 

(Iggo, 1973), coatimundis (Barker and Welker, 1969) and man (Gybels and 

van Hees, .~972; Johansson et al., 1980). Barker and Welker (1969) 

examined the thresholds of -afferents innervating the glabrous skin of the 

rhinaria of coatimundis and raccoons specifically to see if the nerve 

fibers of the coatimundi would be more sensitive than· those of the 

raccoon since coatimundis display greater use of the snout as a tactile 
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organ than raccoons, suggesting a greater tactile sensitivity. Although 

the median value for the coatirnundi was slightly lower than that for the 

raccoon, the thresholn distributions were nearly identical. These data, 

.as well as the similarity of thresholds between the two species, suggest 

that a direct relationship between the threshold of first order fibers 

and behaviorally determined detection threshold is not required. 

Several stud~es have shown that psychophysical detection threshold 

in man varies considerably across the glabrous skin in man (Vallbo and 

Johansson, 1976; Heinstein, 1968). Assuming that a similar situation 

exists for the raccoon, behavioral detection threshold 'should.be lower 

for the for~-epaw than the hindpaw, and lower distally than proximally on 

each paw. A difference in detection threshold between the forepaw and 

hindpaw cannot be predicted on the basis of single fiber thresholds, 

strengthening the argument against the requirement of a direct 

relationship between the two types of thresholds. No difference was 

detected in the distributions of thresholds for the median and tibial 

nerve fibers. A distal ·to proximal variation in the threshold of the 

fibers is reflected in the data presented in Table III. Median threshold 

values do increase in the distal to proximal direction'on both paws. In 

contrast, Johansson et al. (1980) found no difference in neural 

thresholds across the human hand although the center of the palm had .a 

much higher psychophysical threshold than the digits. They suggested 
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that the fact that differences are present acro.ss the skin with regard to 

neural and psychophysical thresholds indicated that the processing of 

tactile information within the central .nervous system is not uniform 

that· signals arising from regions with high tactile significance (the 

digits) are more accurately processed than those arising from regions of 

lesser significance (Johansson et al.; 1980: Vallbo and Johansson, 1976). 

The relationship between psychophysical detection threshoid and the 

threshold of first order fibers is difficult to define. Across-fiber 

pattern theory, rather than relying upon central processing to define the 

"accuracy" of event detection, suggests that the detection threshold 

should be d:irectly related to the degree of receptive fiel-d overlap in a 

particular s~in region, hence suggesting that the number of fibers 

affected by a given stimulus influences the level of detection. This 

prediction is based upon the assumption that a ·certain minimal neural 

output (e.g., number of spikes) i·s required for reliable detection of a 

mechanical event. Clearly the greater the number of fibers affected, the 

greater the likelihood of· stimulus detection. Ther~fore, it is likely 

that for the raccoon, as has been demonstrated for man Oa1einstein, 1968), 

detection threshold should be lowest for the . distal, more highly 

innervated skin·regions of the· paws. 

2. Receptive fields.· Very few studies have reported the details of 

receptive field organization over a range of stimulus intensities. The 
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aspect of receptive fields studied in most detail is the size of ·the 

fields, but variation in the definition of exactly what constitutes the 

receptive field of a single fiber as well as differences in -stimulation 

and mapping procedures .make comparison of receptive field sizes measured 

by different investigators a frustrating' task (see Table V). Most 

investigators have used hand-held blunt instruments (glass rods, von Frey 

hairs, etc.) and have mapped fields which may well correspond to the 

maxL~um areas of· skin which can evoke activity in the fibers {e.g~, 

Lindblom, 1965; Talbot et al., 1968). A trend is evident in more recent 

studies, however, to limit the definition of receptive fields to those 

regions of skin ~1hich appear to be "most sensitive" to the particular 

type of stimulus used for mapping. Welker and his colleagues have 

emphasized the concept of threshold receptive fields, and measured only 

the limited area.' of skin which evoked activity in a given fiber when 

stimulated with-a probe representing the lowest _intensity capable of 

producing activity in the fibsr (e.g., Barker and Welker, 1969; Pubols 

and Pubols, 1973; Pubols et al., 1971). Johansson and Vallbo have 

restricted their measurement of receptive field size to a region 

designated as the "central field" (Johansson, 1978a), defined as the area 

responsive to stimulation with a von Frey probe representing a force four 

to five times greater. than threshold. They state that threshold 

increases markedly beyond this region. .Both groups of ~nvestigators use 

a limited definition of receptive field size in attempts to restrict· the 



TABLE V 

'·· 
Comparison of Receptive Field Areas of Nerve Fibers Innervating the Glabrous Skin of Mammals 

Mammal RF area* 

Cat 1.3 

2.0 

Coatimundi 1.04 

Man .3 - 3299 

10 - 620 

Monkey 9.9 

2.0 

4.0 

.04-1.4 

Raccoon .04-6.04 

* in sq, Inlli, 
** see text 

Skin Region 

-
Forepaw digit 

Forepaw digit 

Rhinarium 

Hand 

Hand 

Foot 

Forepaw digit 

Palm 

Hand 

Forepaw 

Source Comment 

Pubols et al. , 1965 Smallest maximum RF area 

Puletti, 1959 Smallest maximum RF area 

Barker and Welker, 1969 Median RF area at threshold 

Johansson, 1978 Range of "central field" areas** 

Knibestol and Vallbo, 1970 Range of "central field11 areas 

Lindblom, 1965 Mean RF area 

Talbot et al. , 1968 "Typical" RF area 

Talbot et al., 1968 "Typical 11 RF area 

Pubols and Pubols, 1976 Range of threshold RF areas 

Pubols and Pubols, 1971" Range of threshold RF areas 
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receptive field to those .regions of skin which are most sensitive to 

mechanical stimulation and which presumably correspond to skin regions 

directly above the receptors of the afferent fiber (Johansson, 1978b). 

The increase in threshold outside of these most sensitive regions is 

considered to indicate that the stimulus energy is being transmitted to 

the receptors because of the elastic properties of the skin - a situation 

somehow construed as being different from stimulation of the threshold or 

the central receptive fields. 

For the present investigation, the receptive field of a single 

mechanosensitive nerve fiber was operationally defined as encompassing 

all of thoSe skin regions capable of producing a change in the spike 

activity of the fiber for a given stimulus. This definition is less. 

anatomic- removing emphasis from the expected-distribution of receptors 

in the skin, and more physiologic emphasizing 
1

the generation (or 

suppression) of action potentials in an isolated fiber. All stimuli are 

transmitted mechanically through the skin to the receptors, whether 

originating directly above the endings or at a distance. The mechanical 

properties of the skin are as much a part of the receptor mechanism as 

are the properties of endings themselves. It therefore seems problematic 

to limit the functional definition of a receptive field to only a small 

portion of the skin which is capable of evoking activity in a given nerve 

fiber. It was clearly shown in the present investigation that receptive 
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field area increased as a function of stimulus intensity. For some 

fibers, the increase continu~d over a wide range of stimulus intensities, 

others were decidedly le~s sensitive to variations in stimulu§ intensity. 

Thus, the precise stimulus conditions must be defined in any discussion 

of receptive field areas. 

By manipulating stimulus location and stimulus intensity, it was 

demonstrated in the present study that· .the receptive fields of 

mechanosensitive nerve fibers are quite complex. Manipulation of other 

stimulus parameters, such as temperature (Burgess et al., 1968; Casey and 

Hahn, 19~5; Poulos, 1971), velocity of stimulus onset and removal 

( Pubols, 1980; Zucker and Welker, 1969) and stimulus size __ and type, would1 

introduce even greate_r complexities in the characteristics. and appearance 

of the receptive fields. A fiber's receptive field therefore varies 

considerably as a function of the particular stimulus conditions. The 

network of overla.pping receptive fields of primary afferent fibers does 

not conform to the textbook concept of a mosaic of localized, 

circumscribed and modality-specific receptive fi.elds. It is rather an 

extremely complex and dynamic system. 

The size of receptive fields has consistently been demonstrated to, 

increase as a function of distance from the apices of the limbs· 

(Hountcastle, 1957; Pubols et al., 1965; Puletti, 1959). This finding 

s_upports the generally accepted assumption that an inverse relationship 
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should exist between receptive field size and the degree of tactile 

acuity at a particular body locus. This assumption, emerging ·as long ago 

as 1852 in t•Jeber' s discussion of his hypothesized "sensory circles" 

(receptive fields) for single nerve fibers innervating the skin ( \•:eber, 

1852), is clearly based upon the notion that indiv:idual neuron "fineness" 

is responsible for fineness of discrimination. 

Welker's group specifically addressed this assumption in comparative 

studies of receptive field size in homologous skin regions of species 

presumably· differing with regard to their tactile discriminative 

capacities. Pubols, Welker and Johnson (1965) compared forepaw receptive 

field sizes, defined by the same techniques, of first order nerve fibers 

of raccoon, , cat and coatimundi. Their stated expectation, that the 

raccoon should possess fibers with smaller receptive fields than the 

other species, was not confirmed. No significant difference was found 

among the three species. Barker and Welker (1969), comparing threshold 

receptive fields of first order nerve fibers innervating the behaviorally 

specialized rhinarium of the coatimundi with those of. the raccoon 

rhinariurn, similarly found no difference in receptive field size. 

Contrary to their. expectations, Pubols and Pubols ( 1976) found threshold 

receptive fields on the palm of the squirrel monkey to be significantly 

smaller than those on the digits. 
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The results of the present investigation further challenge the 

"fineness of grain" hypothesis. Although a tendency for receptive field 

size to increase as a function of distance fr6rn the digit tips was seen 

at intensities greater than threshold, areas with presurr,ed differences in 

tactile discriminative capacity (assuming that ·the relative 

discriminative capacities of the various skin regions of the raccoon's 

paws follows the pattern· determined for man [e.g., Weinstein, 1968]) 

showed no difference in receptive field. size. Mean receptive· field size 

on the forepaw digit, for example, was not significantly different than 

mean receptive field size on the hindpaw digit at any mapping intensity. 

Threshold re~eptive field sizes were not signif~cantly different· in any 

skin region on either paw .• 

The data presented above are in apparent conflict with the 

elementaristic notion t.hat small receptive· fields are necessary for fine 

cutaneous sensibility. Welker and his colleagues, rather than taking 

such results as a disconfirmation of the hypothesis, ha.ve suggested that 

the nature of cutaneous sensibility must be derived from central 

mechanisms (Barker and Welker, 1969). 

It is difficult to understand how central mechanisms can "add" 

information. Although neural transformations appropriate for extraction· 

of different stirnulus.features may well occur at different neural levels, 

the basic information must be present in the responses of the primary 
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afferent fibers. Welker's data suggest strongly that small receptive 

fiel.ds are not_ required for some discriminative tasks. The importance of 

receptive field size to discriminative capacity will be discussed in 

accordance with across-fiber pattern theory in a 'later section (IVC, 2). 

3. The CC?mplexities of "on-off" receptive field organization. 

Although not a primary focus of_the present study, the complexities noted 

in the organization of receptive f,ields as a result. of "on" and "off" 

responsiveness are worthy of discussion. 

The presence of an "off''· discharge, in the response of rapidly 

adapting ·units has be~n reported in a nUmber of investigations of the 
..... 

glabrous a:nd hairy skin of cats .( Armett and Hunsperger, 1961: Iggo and 

Ogawa, 1977; Tuckett et al., 1978) and primates liggo, 1963; Knibestol, 

1973; Talbot et al., 1968). A recent report (Pubols, 1980) .describes 

"on" and "off" pro,Perties of-rapidly adapting fibers of the raccoon's 

median nerve. 

Very few studies have examined the details of the relationship 

between the off response and the stimulus, and those which have -are based 

on data resulting from stimulation at the receptive· field foci 

exclusively. The general picture which has emerged, even when restricted 

to a single location within a fiber's receptive ·field, is quite complex. 
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The proportion of rapidly adapting fibers reportedly yielding an 

"off" response varies somewhat in the literature. Knibestol (1973) 

reported that only 50% of his RA sample from hu.man median nerves produced 

11 off" discharges. Pubols (1980) found 86% of the raccoon's median nerve 

fibers to be responsive to stimulus offset. Iggo and Ogawa (1977) stated 

that 100% of their sample from cat tibial nerve showed an "off" response. 

Of the fibers classified as RA in the present investigation, 75% of the 

median and 77% of the tibial nerve fibers showed "off" responses. 

Differences in the percentages reported in different studies may well 

reflect differences in stimulation procedures, since the "off 11 discharge 

has been shown to have both a higher absolute displacement threshold 

{Iggo and Ogawa, 1977) and a higher absolute velocity threshold ( Iggo and 

Ogawa, 1977: Pubols, 1980: Tuckett et al., 1978) than the "on" discharge. 

On the'basis of the responses observed upon stimulus application and 

removal at the receptive field focus, Pubols (1980) has suggested a 

classification system for RA fibers. The fibers are categorized in terms 

of the relative vigor of their responses to stimul,us onset and, removal. 

Class A, representing 80% of Pubol's sampie, exhibited a mor~ vigorous 

"on" response than "off" respons_e, as determined by the total number of 

spikes evoked at stimulus onset and offset. Class B fibers (14% of the 

sample) yielded no "off" response. Class C fibers (6% of the sampl~) 

showed a more vigorous "off" response than "on" response. For such a 
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classification system to include ·all of the response types. seen in the 

present study, a fourth class is required to include the four median 

nerve fibers which responded solely to stimulus removal. 

The results of the present study indicate, however, that examination 

of the response properties of isolated fibers at a number of locations 

within the receptive fields as defined with a range of stimulus 

intensities, reveals such a classification system to be quite artificial. 

The neural records presented in Figure 18, for example, demonstrate that 

three areas within this fiber's receptive field represented three 

different response types when stimulated with the 5.64 gram probe. 

Further, tfie response types seen across the receptive field of this fiber 

changed as a function of stimulus intensity. At threshold, -only an "on" 

discharge was evoked;- at the maximum mapping inteJ!.sity (62.5 grams) the, 

entire receptive field produced spikes at both stimulus onset · and 

removal. All of the fibers.which were found to be responsive to both 

onset and removal of the stimulus in a given region of their receptive 

fields were found to have other regions which responded only to onset or 

only to removal of the stimulus at one or more of the mapping 

. intensities. No consistent· spatial arrangement could be demonstrated for 

the regions representing· different response types within the total 

receptive field. Receptive fields were examined which had "on" centers 

and "off" surrounds, "off" centers with "on" surrounds, and "on-off" 
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centers with "on" and/or "off" surrounds. 

"Off" discharge is usually considered to be a property· of rapidly 

adapting fibers exclusively. The records shown in Figure 17, however, 

clearly dernonstrat~ that a fiber classified as slowly adapting on the 

basis of the response ·to suprathreshold stimuli may yield "on-off" 

responses when presented with weak stimuli. Similarly, fibers which gave. 

ra'pidly adapting responses to stimulation of the receptive field 

periphery and slowly adapting responses at the receptive field focus 

occasionally showed "on-off~' responses in the regions showing rapid 

adaptation to sustained stimuli. Gybels and van Hees (1972) found fibers 

with simii"ar properties among their sample of human glabrous skin 

mechanoreceptors. Dykes and Terzis (1979) described similar response 

properties in samples of mechanoreceptive fibers innervating the. glabrous 

skin of baboons. Such fibers were considered to represent "abnormal" 

response types by Dykes and Terzis. 

TL"lother type of "off" discharge was seen in the ~ample of 

spontaneously active nerve fibers. As described in the Results, both 

stimulus onset and offset were demonstrated to produce either discharge 

increase or decrease. For several fibers, as illustrated for Fiber 16.11 

in Figure 19, separate regions with reciprocal response properties were 

demonstrated. 

I' 
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Reflecting upon the complexities of neuronal response demonstrated 

at the receptive field foci, Pubols. ( 1980) stated that " ••• the. diversity 

of the RA response characteristics, from unit to uni.t and from condition 

to condition, suggests that central interpretation of information 

regarding mechanical stimulus (and hence skin) indentation and retraction 

must depend upon patterns of information simultaneously transmitted by 

many neighboring RA mechanoreceptive afferents." The further complexities 

noted in the results of the present investigation suggest that· the neur.al 

population responsive to skin indentation and retraction is not limited 

to the RA class. The total population of responsive nerve fibers, 

regardless of class, must be examined to 
.- .. 

·.• .... 

·representation of stimulus onset and removal. 

determine the neural 

4. Adaptation rate. Certainly the most widely used, and probably 

most widely . accepted, single criterion for classifying neurons at all 

levels of the nervous system is the rate of adaptation to a sustained 

stimulus. Ever since Adrian and Zotterman (1926b) first examined the 

response properties of single nerve ·fibers, neuronal samples have been 

dichotomized. according to adaptation rate and 'analyzed as separat:-e 

subpopulations. Mountcastle (1957), in categorizing the types of cells 

present in the somatosensory cortex of cats, noted that "the most 

reliable .criterion is the type of adaptation to a steady st·imul us." 
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Gybels and van Hees (1972) and Gibson et al. (1975) have recently 

questione~ the usefulness of dichotomizing neuronal samples solely on the 

basis of adaptation'rate. While not denying the existence of rapidly 

adapting and ·slowly adapting nerve fibers, both groups suggested that ·RA 

and SA fibers should be considered as the extremes of a continuum, citing 

. examples of fibers displaying intermediate properties.· In· both of the 

reports cited above, the investigators described fibers with response 

properties similar to those of the fiber illustrated in Figure 17: at low 

stimulus intensities, RA behavior was noted (including "off" responses) 

and at higher stimulus intensities, SA beha\1 ior was exhibited. ·Gybels 

and van Hees (1972) also noted the dependence of adaptation properties 

upon the location of the stimulus within the receptive field as is 

demonstrated in the neural records presented in Figure 16. Dykes and 

Terzis (1979) classified fibers with similar "mixed" responses as 

II abnormal" in a StUdy Of baboon peripheral nerves • 

In recent reviews. of, neuronal taxonor:1ies, Tyner ( 1975) and Rowe . and 

Stone (1977) argue against the usefulness of using any single criterion 

to categorize neurons. They present argu~ents favoring the use of 

polythetic criteria, utilizing as many variables as possible to 

differentiate neuronal types. In the present study, adaptation rate to 

suprathreshold stimulation at the receptive field focus appeared to be 

the ·only response variable differing amo~g the three groups. As was 
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found by Pubols and Pubols (1976), the subgroups defined by adaptation 

rate appeared to be internally homogeneous with regard to the other 

properties of the fibers; suggesting, as stated by Gibson et al (1975), 

that adaptation rate "represents only a single, isolated aspect of the 

manifold properties of the mechanoreceptive coding mechanisms." It is 

therefore concluded that adaptation rate, when used as the sole criterion 

for classifying neurons, does not adequately distinguish neuron types 

with regard to their coding functions. Multiple aspects of neuronal 

responsiveness must be considered when attempting to define neur_al 

categories representing different coding functions. 

·B. Innervation density. 

The density of peripheral sensory units innervating a region of skin 

is obviously an important population parameter. It is therefore 

surprising that so little direct information is available in the 

literature regarding variations in innervation density b~tween different 

skin regions. 

It is generally believed that cutaneous innervation density in man 

varies considerably from one region to another (e.g., Mountcastle, 1974). 

The more peripheral skin regions of the extremities are held to be much 

more densely innervated than ·the proximal regions and the trunk. As 

discussed by Johansson (1978b), it appears that this belief is based 
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primarily upon three types of in~estigations: 1) measurements of the

sizes of nerves distributed to different skin regions (Ingbert, 1903: 

Sunderland, 1968), 2) psychophysical studies of cutaneous sensibi~ity 

(Weber, 1835; Weinstein, 1968) and 3) meas~ements of the relative sizes 

of the primary projection areas of different skin regions in the 

somatosensory cortex (Penfield and Boldrey, 1937)~ The latter two types 

are very indirect and obviously involve many asstimptions about the 

structural and functional organization of the nervous. system. The first 

type- provides a schematic view of innervation density, but does not 

provide any insight into the fine details of the distribution of nerve 

fibers in limited regions of skin. 

By far the most detailed study to date of the variation in the 

spatial distribution of mechanosensitive units occurring across a region 

of skin was an· analysis o£ -the qistribution of human .median nerve fibers 

by Johansson and Vallbo (1979). AssUm.ing that their sample of 334 .units, 

isolated percutaneously with tungsten microele_ctrodes, represented a 

random sample of the fibers composing the median nerve, ~ohansson and 

Vallbo calculated the ·relative densities of innervation in different skin 

regions solely on the basis of the locations of the receptive fieldsat 

the of those ·fibers. A pronounced proximal to distal .increase in 

innervation density was observed.· There was a slight increase from the· 

palm to,the base of the digit and a sharp increase from the base of the 
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digit to the digit _tip (distal to the whorl of the papillary ridges). 

The relative densities in these three skin regions were estimated to be 

1.0, 1.6 and 4.2. 

Such an approach was not applicable to the present study. As is 

illustrated by the relative numbers of fibers constituting the 

populations responsive to stimulation at each of the six test points on 

-
each paw (refer to Figures 27 ·and 28), a general trend indicating a 

proximal to distal increase in innervation density is observed by this 

method. The e_xperimental design, however, created too large a sampling 

bias for analysis of the relative densities of the receptive fields to 

provide a·: precise measure . of the subtleties of the innervation density 

gradients. ~ibers were not randomly isolated; fibers innervating 

specific regions of skin were actively sought in several experiments. 

The innervation density gradients obtained in the present study.from 

the relative magnitudes of the electrically evoked compound action 

potentials confirm that innervation density increases markedly in a 

proximal to distal direction across both paws of the raccoon. In 

contrast to the results obtained by Johansson and Vallbo (1979) for man, 

there did not appear ·to be a sharp increase in innervation density from 

the proximal part of the digits to the digit t:ips.* This difference 

possibly reflects differences in behavioral specialization manifest in 

the tactile exploratory behaviors of the two species. The raccoon 
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typically.explores an object with the flat surface of the digits and paws 

and with t?e digits extended, whereas man usually explores an object or 

surface actively with the fingertips and with the fingers-alternately 

flexed and extended. 

Comparisons of forepaw to hindpaw ratios of innervation density are 

not evident in the literature. Matsumoto and Mori (1975) counted the 

number of myelinated fibers innervating comparable surfaces of the 

forepaws arid ,hindpaws of cats and monkeys. _ In both species, it was noted 

that a greater number of group II fibers were distributed,to the glabrous 

skin of the forepaws than the hindpaws. Skin areas inn.ervated. were not 

measured, tberefore it is not possible ·to estimate the difference in 

innervation densities. 

-I 

Zollman and tvinkelman ( 1962) examined the difference in "receptor 

density" for-one type of ending in the skin of the raccoon's forep_aw and 

= = = = = = = = = = = = 

* In spite of differences in techniques, the difference noted appears to 

be. real •. Preliminary data obtained by the author using_ the compound 

action potential technique to estimate relative innervation densities of 

different, skin regions c:>f-the htiman hand, produced a proximal to distal 

innervation density gradient roughly equivalent to- that reported by 

Johansson and Vallbo (1979). 
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hindpaw. It was reported that the forepaw skin contained approximately 

four times as many "mammalian end organs" as comparable regions of 

hindpaw skin. This evidence has been cited by Welker · and co-workers 

(Barker and Welker, 19.69.; Welker et al., 1964) as indica-tive of the 

over.all . difference in innervation density between the paws. . The 

difference between this ·estimate of the forepaw to hindpaw ipnervation 

density (4:.1) and the estimate obtained i·n .the present study (2.5: 1) may 

indicate that a greater number of receptors are innervate.d by. a s~ngle 

nerve fiber·of the.tibial nerve than are innervated by sipgle nerve· 

fibers · of th~ median nerve. Alternatively,. it may indicate a 

differential distribution of the mammalian end organs with regard to the 

·total population ~f ~ibers inpervating the skin pf the two paws. 

The· present data· in ·agreement with the· data cited above, indicat·e a 

·sharp increase· in· inneiva-tlon den~ity occurs in a proximal to distal· · 

direction. This increase· was demonstrated for both the for·epaw and· 

hindpaw of .... the raccoon. Th,e forepaw was also shown to ·posse·ss. a higher 

innervation density overall than the hindpaw. The importance of 

innervati_on density ac.cor.ding to the across-fiber pattern theory will be 

discussed in a later sectibn (IVC, 2). 

c. The coding of stimulus -location and stimulus intensity in the 

activity of first .order nerve fibers. 
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1. The relation of the results to the traditional notions of 

coding. 

Perkel and Bullock (1968), in a review of candidate neural codes, 

remarked that "the most elementary, yet"pervasive form of neural.coding 

is that accomplished by labeled-lines." As discussed. in the Introduction, 

the basic premise of the labeled-line theory is that the meaning for the 

organism of activity evoked in a particular neuron ·is identical to the 

singular stimulus ·to which it is most sensitive. In current usage, the 

labeled...;line concept, an ex~ension of the classical notions of nerve 

specificity, has been extended beyond the differential representation of 

the sensory modalities and has been assigned "a large role in defining 
.-. 
:.·r 

the subsystems for distinct aspe~ts of each modality" (Bullock, 1977)• 

In somesthesis, ·those aspects of a mechanical stimulus to which various 

neurons are maximally sensitive have been used to classify the coding 

functions of those neurons. Hence, labeling a neuron as a position 

detector, velocity detector, acceleration detector, etc. (e.g., Burgess 

and Perl, 1973·), is consi~ered by the proponents of labeled-lines to 

identify ·the meaning of activity in that neuron to the organism, even 

though the same neuron may be responsive to other stimulus variables. 

The results of the present ·investigation arC]Ue against this 

designation of discrete unitary functions for individual nerve fibers·. 

All of the nerve fibers examined were to some extent both broadly tuned 
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and capable of responding to several stimulus parameters. The tendency 

to identify that aspect of the stimulus to which a neuron is maximally 

sensitive as representing the functional role of that neu~on seems an 

unnecessary, and indeed unfortunate, oversimplification. Until much more 

is known about the functioning. of somesthetic neurons at all levels 

within the nervous system, it seems more appropriate to study each 
I 

neuron's responsiveness to a broad battery of carefully controlled 

stimuli covering the full physiological range of stimulus intensities and 

types. 

The resu.lts of the present investigation, based upon, variation in 

the locatfon and intensity of punctate stimuli within the receptive 

fields of s~ngle afferent fibers, clearly demonstrate that the 

complexities of the response characteristics of single nerve fibers make 

single neuron labeled-line coding problematic. Conson-ant with the early 

findings of Adrian et al. (1931). and Tower (1940, 1942), the receptive 

fields of first order somesthetic neurons were found to be quite large 

relative to expected acuity measures and extensively overlapping, 

composing a complex'system in terms of field size, response type and 

response organization. 

The neural ·records pres·ented. in .· Figures 14 and 15 clearly 

demonstrate the ambiguous.nature of the response. of individual neurons to 

variations in stimulus location and intensity when viewed as separate 
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information . channels. Weak stimulation· at inore central locations within 

the . recep.tive fields becomes indistinguishable from 

stimulation at the borders. 

more intense 

Those fibers responding to stiJnulus·removal were found to present an 

additional problem for labeled-line coding. .As illustrated in the 

records of Figure 15, a given number of spikes can result from stimulus 

onset and offset at different locations and at different i~tensities, 

confounding stimulus location, intensity and timing. Similarly, stimulus 

onset and · offset become. confused with changes in location and intensity 

in the output of the fiber illustrated in F~gure 19. A rapid burst of 

spikes could represent stimulus onset'or removal, as could a period of 

suppressed activity. 

Stimulus loc~tion and ,intensity were clearly confounded in the 

output of every nerve fiber examined. It is anticipated that 

manipulation of additional stimulus parameters would demonstrate 

addi t_ional output ambiguities. Gibson et al. ( 1975) controlled a number 

of parameters, including amplitude, ·velocity, acceleration and duration 

of stimulation in. a study of mechanoreceptors in cats. It w.as reported 

that the properties of the units sampled were 11 continuously and broadly 

distributed" with ·respect to any.of. the stimulus response relationships· 

examined.~nd that each unit responded to several of the parameters 

examined. 
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2. The neural basis of discrimination · .. of ·stimulus location and 

intensity. 

\ 

Given the complex sensitivitie's and large receptive. fielas of first 

order afferents, what is the neural basis for discrimination of stimulus 

locati.on and intensity? The labeled-line perspective will be discussed 

first, followed by analysis from the across-fiber pattern point of view. 

The arguments presented· below r.egardinq the ability to discriminate 

stimulus location refer solely to the ability 'to discriminate between the 

locations of two seCiuentially presented .point stimuli: point 

localization. _Other discriminative tasks, such as the discrimination of 

the "twoness" of two· simultaneousl~ applied stimuli (two-point 

disc·rimination) will not be discussed. 

Discrimination by labeled-lines: stimulus location. The theory of 

labeled-lines is not expressed in sufficient detail in the literature to 

precisely define the mechanism responsible for discrimination between two 

spatially separate~ stimuli. 
/ 

The general consensus appears to be that stimulus location is . 

signaled· by which neuron(s) in a topographic array is (are) activated 

.( Somjen, 1972). Encoding of location in first order nerves is attributed 

to spatial ordering of excitation in a "labeled" population of nerve 

I 

f~bers projecting to specific. regions of the topographic. "maps" of the 

body in central structures. Differences in location on·the skin are 
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, presumed to be prese.rved centrally. The problems for localization · which 

are introduced by the relatively .large size and the overlapping·nature of 

peripheral receptive fields ar~ assumed to, be.· reduced by central 

mechanisms such as lateral inhibition, which presumably sharpens the 

"peaks" of activity in sets of central neurons (refer to Mountcastl·e, 

1974: Somjen, 1972)e The notion of an inverse relationship between 

receptive field size and tactile acuity and the idea _of a direct 

relationship between innervation density and tactile acuity have been 

incorporated-into the hypothesis of labeled-lines. Small receptive 

fields are presumed to provide. "finer grained" input to central 

structures and increased innervation density is presumed to be "the means 

of providing the· central n~rvous system with a greater number of separate 

information channels from a peripheral region". (Barker and Welker, 196~). 

St~ulus intensity. Numerous studies can be cited in which the 

conclusion was reached that the intensity of_ punctate stimuli delivered 

to the skin can be adequately encoded by the output of a single fiber 

(e.g., Brown and Iggo, 1967; Gybels and van Hees, 1972,. Harrington and 

Merzenich, 1970; Mountcastle et al., 1966; Pubo'ls et al., 1971; Werner 

and Mountcastle,·. 1965).. This conclusion is based. in part upon some 

remarkable parallels observed between the:discharge rates of individual 

slowly adapting fibers as a fwtction of stimulus intensityand subjective 

magpi tude estimations over the same range of intensities·. 
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Although disagre~ent appears ·in the iiterature concerning the 

proper mathematical .functions to describe to the·· neural and 

psychophysic~l data, th~ consensus appea·rs to be that linear functions 

are applicable to both neural data for glabrous ski11 mechanor.eceptors ·and 

.magnitude estimation for the human hand,: ~nd power functions apply ·to 

both neural and psychophysical dat~ for hairy skin·. The .i,mportance .and 

validity of suc;:h correlations has been· questione·d (e.g., Knibestol and 

Vallbo·, 19761 Kruger and Kenton, 1973). There is no a priori reason to· 

assume that the .input-output.f\mctions of single primary afferents should 

be congruent with functions relating: the -m~:<F,li tude of the st'imulus to the 

intensity of sensation~ Such congru~nce c~n only occu.r- if,· as sugg,ested 
.-·~ 

'::of" 

. -by Mountcastle ( 19G7l, the bra~n acts· a~ a "linear operator,". implying. 

that all events intervening.between sensory input and behavior must ·in 

sum be linear.· If this were true,. one wonders what functions remain_ for 

higher sensory levels .• · In a· review of · th,e · relevant~- -: da·ta, Kruger · and 

Kenton· (1973)· argue. against such linearity and conclude that the close 

. . 

correlation sometimes 'observed between neur-ophysiological data and 

psychophysical data, and .the apparent similarities of ·the exponents.of 

mathematical functions describing each, "mi<,;Jht cons"titute nothin,g mpre 

than a gratuitous analogy."· 

There is n'~ doubt that the discharge frequency of individua~. fibers 

is· directly correlated with stimulus intensity. This has been 
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demonstrated for both slowly adapting and rapidly adapting fibers (Gybels 

and van Hees, 1972; Pubols and Pubols, 1971). If it could be 

conclusively demonstrated that a particular neuron (or class of neurons) 

was responsive exclusively to intensive changes, it might be hypothesized 

that intensity changes are encoded in the discharge rate of that neuron • 

. However, as demonstrated in the present investigation, other variables 

affect discharge rate, thus preventing the frequency of firing per se 

from encoding intensity (or any other relevant stimulus variabl.e) in any 

simple manner. 

Strict application of the principle of labeled-lines to the neural 

representafion of st~ulus location and stimulus intensity has been shown 

to be problematic. Firstly, receptive fields at any intensity greater 

than threshold are larger than expected acuity measures - a fact which is 

incompatible-with labeled-line coding. Secondly, the fact that the 

output of single fibers is affected by more than one aspect of the 

stimulus (e.g., stimulus location, stimulus intensity, stimulus 

temperature, etc.) 1 further compromises the adequacy of labeled-lines to 
l 

explain the discriminability of mechanical stimuli. 

Across-fiber patterns. It has been demonstrated in the present 

study that given the multidimensional sensitivity of individual nerve 

fibers (e.g., location and intensity), a single fiber cannot 

differentiate among the different stimulus dimensions to which it is 
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sensitive, nor can it differentiate between certain stimulus values of 

any one dimension. Accordingly, it has been suggested that what is 

needed to examine coding in the nervous system is an analogue to a series 

of simultaneous equations (Cassel, 1971). The across-fiber pattern model 

provides such an analogue in that coding , of stimulus information is 

considered to be accomplished through the ratios of activity eypked 

.across many parallel channels. 

The proposed codes for stimuius location ·and intensity were 

presented in the Results. The neural basis for discrimination 1in 

accordpnce with the across-fiber pattern theory and the factors which may 

affect the~ relative discriminative capacity in different skin regions 

will now be d~scussed. 

Because of the extensively overlapping . arrangem~nt of peripheral 

receptive fields, a given stimulus usually excites many nerve fibers, 

each to a ·somewhat different 'degree ·(due to the variation in sensitivity 

across the respective receptive fields). The specific location o~ a 

~timulus is therefore signaled by the ratio of firing frequencies across. 

all of the fibers of the responding population: the across-fiber pattern 

.(AFP). 

The topographic arrangement of. neurons at higher levels .of the 

nervous system is not required as part of the 11 Code" for location. It is 
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easily qemonstrated that patterns of·activity retain their "uniqueness" 

regardless of the arrangement-of the neurons in neural spa~e. In this. 

sense, ·the model does recognize the importance of "which" ·neurons are 

active -·the same neuron can participate in a number of AFPs representing 

discriminably different stimuli. Also, the same ratios of activity 

o~curring in totally different sets of neurons constitute entirely 

different 1U'Ps. 

The representation of. intensity changes was illustrated in Figures 

29B and 30B. The specific intensity of a stimulus is signaled. by the 

total number of spikes evoked by the ·stimulus in the respondinc:f neural 

population~: Hence, a given AFP, representing the location ·of a stimulus 

applied to the skin, possesses a particular "neural mass" representing 

the intensity of stimulation at the given .skin location. The 

differential representation of stimulus location and intensity in the 

.population of responding nerve fibers is therefore unhampered by the 

ambiguity demonstrated in the ·responsiveness of single fibers to such 

changes. 

The discriminability of stimuli. As stated in the Results, the 

ability to discrimin~te between two stimuli is believed to be directly 

related to the magnitude of the difference between the two AFPs. This 

difference is measured by the sum of the absolute differences in the 

number of spikes evoked by the two.stimuli across all fibers, taking into 
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account·.- both increments and decrements in firing rate. For two stimuli 

varying only in location, the change in the number . of spike~ ~reduced 

·across the responding population will reflect a change in the form or' 

11 prc;>file" of the pattern (refer to _Fi<JUres 29A and 30A). Purely 

intensive changes, i.e., those .not involving simultaneous changes in 

stimulus location or quality, affect the total amount of'activity but not 

the pattern itself. For both stimulus conditions, the greater the 

absolute difference between the· AFPs produced by two stimuli~ the greater 

the ability to discriminate between them. 

The term "just noticeable difference" or jnd, originating in the 

work of thE!' early psychophysicists,* refers to the smallest change in the 

. 'value of some, stimulus parameter that is detectable by . the subj,ect. 

Erickson, (1968) has suggested, as an in~tial hypothesis, that.a jnd is 

represented by some constant change in total neural activity for any two 

stimulus conditions. As applied to sttmulus location and intensity, a 

j'nd is expected to corresJ?Ond to a ·con~tant increment and/or decremen~ in 

activity ac,ross neuronal po·pulations. A jnd for location is hypothesized_. 

to correspond to a constant amoun~ of change in the AFP, accomplished 

without a change. in total .neural mass~- The jnd for intensity chang_es is 

= = = = = = ·- = -= = = 

*Refer to Boring (1942) for a concise history of psychophysics_ as 

-applied to the skin senses. 
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hypothesized.to correspond to a constant difference in the total number 

of ·spikes {neural mass) produced in the population without a change in 

the AFP. Erickson (1968) further suggested that the magnitude of the 

change· _in ,peural response across the population of neurons (e.g., the 

total number of spikes) corresponding to a jnd for location may be· 

equivalent to the magnitude of the change in neural response signaling a 

change in stimulus intensity. The difference between the two jnds is 

therefore defined by the "type" of change; a change in the form of the 

AFP (.location jnd) or a change in neural mass (intensity jnd). 

Purely intensive or locational changes·are of course rare in the 

real world. Careful examination. of the patterns produced across the .. 

sampled neural populations of Figures 29B and JOB, for example, reveals 

that slight variations in the AFPs accompanied the increase in stimulus 

intensity from 27.0 to 62.5 grams, both as a ·function of the discharge 

variability of individual fibers and as a function of recruitment of 

additional fibers. Presumably~ the magnitude of the change in the. 

pattern of activity is less than that corresponding to a jnd for a change 

in location, and the change in neural mass is sufficient to signal a 

change in stimulu.s intensity.* Behavioral· data are required to define the 

magnitude of the change in activity corresponding to a jnd. 

Variables which modify across-fiber patterns and neural mass. What 

are the neural factors which are responsible for variations in the 
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discrimi,-nabili ty of mechanical stimuli from one skin region to another? 

A·s previously stated, receptive f.ield size and innervation density have 

been designated as the primary factors responsible for variations_ in 

acuity · in the somatosensory system~ In accordance with the across-fiber 

pattern theory, any variable which is related ·to discriminability should 

affect the degree or amount of change produced in an AFP -in response to 

small' changes in. various stimulus parameters (e.g., location· and 

intensity). By varying. the width, density and overall . ·height of 

hypothetical NRFs such as those shown in Figure 26, ·it is therefore 

possible to evaluate the · theoretical · ·effects of variations in_ the 

properties . of the constituent neurons of a population upon. the 

: ... .,. 

· discriminability of various stimuli (see, Doetsch and Erickson, 1978;_ 

Erickson, 1968). 

The importance of receptive field size for point localization,can be 

= = = = = = = = = = = = 

* In the taste system, changes in stimulus intensity may be accompanied 

by a change in taste quality (e.;g., Dzendolet and Mel.selman, ·1967). 

·Doetsch et al. ( 1969) demonstrated that changes . in the intensity ·of 

taste stimuli gi.ven to rats produced sufficient modification of the AFP 

to account for .changes .in taste quality.-
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examined through the effects produced by-changing NRF width. Figure 31 

presents such a treatment; for four hypothetical neurons. - In Part A, the 

NRFs of the neurons are shown evenly distributed across the skin. p and 

Q represent s'patially separated · stimuli delivered ·sequentially to the 

skin. The resulting AFPs are shown .on the right. The cross-hatched 

areas indicate the total difference between the patterns. 

In ~art B, a similar situation is presentedr however the- width of 

the NRFs has been doubled, indicating a doubling of the diameter of the 

receptive fields of the four neurons. The resulting increase in 

receptive field overlap causes more neurons to be involved in the AFPs 

than in Pa~t A. This effect is counteracted, however, by a decrease in 

the absolute amount of change occurring in the output of each neuron. 

Hen_ce, the total difference in the two AFPs (for stimuli P and Q) is the 

same as in Part A, indicating that no change in discriminability occurs 

as a function of receptive field size,* given· minimum receptive field 

overlap (see, Doetsch , and Erickson, 1978r Erickson, 19_68). Erickson 

= = = = = = = = = - -- = 

* Although it will not be considered in detail in the present text, it is 

important t~ note that receptive field size does appear to play a role in 

the two-point threshold, both upqn analysis ·by labeled-lines and by· 

across-fiber patterns. 



Figure 31. The effect of increasing receptive field size upon the 

discriminability of ~ stimuli. 

A. Overlapping ~ of four hypothetical neurons ~ ~ on the 

left. p and 2 represent spatially separated stimuli presented 

sequentially · to the skin. 

illustrated on the right. 

The AFPs produced by the stimuli are 

The cross-hatching indicates the absolute 

difference between_-the ·patterns of activity. 

B. Similar to Part ! but NRF widths, and. hence the diameters of the 

receptive fields of the neurons, have been increased by ~ factor of two. 

The total difference between the AFPs for P and 2 remains the ~ !! in 

Part !, indicating that ~ change in discriminability of the stimuli has 

occurred as a function of increased receptive field size. 
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(1968) d~monstrated that less overlap than that shown in· Part A allows 

the total change in input associated with sequential presentation of two 

stimuli to become variable, depending on where the stimuli are presented 

along ·the abscis-sa, therefore allowing confounding of location and 

intensity. 

Figure 31 also demonstrates that by involving a greater number· of 

neurons in the representation of a stimulus, large overlapping receptive. 

fields result in an increase in the total neural input for each stinmluse 

The loose inverse relationship observed between receptive field size and 

innervation density may therefore be one of economy: the neurons are 

tuned broadly enough to provide a certain minimum neural mass for a given 

stimulus and ~arrowly enough to confine the message to limited portions 

of the afferent system (refer to Erickson, 1968). 

Figure 32 shows the effect of increased innervation density upon the 

discriminability of two stimuli, P and Q. In Part A, the NRFs of three 

neurons.are presented on the left and the AFPs for P and Q are on the 

righto In Part B, the density of the NRFs, representing anatomical 

innervation density (number of fibers/unit area of skin), has been 

doubled• Totaling the cross-hatched areas of the resulting AFPs 

demonstrates that doubling the innervation density increases the total 

difference in the AFPs by a factor of two. Thus, higher innervation 

densities, as are present distally in the skin, increase the difference 



Figure 32. The · effect of increasing innervation density upon· the 

discriminability of ~ stimuli. 

A. On the left ~ shown the ~ of three hypothetical neurons •. P 

and 2 represent spatially sepa·rated stimuli presented sequentially to the 

skin. The ~ representing ! and _2 are shown · on the right. The 

absolute difference between the patterns is"cross-hatched. 

B. Innervation density has been doubled and NRF width left 

constant. As illustrated by the cross-hatched areas · of the AFPs, 

doubling innervation density increases the difference between the AFPs by 

a factor of two, thus increasing the discriininal;>ility. of the stimuli • 
. \ 
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between . AFPs and thus increase discriminability of mechanical stimuli 

{Doetsch and Erickson, 1978). 

The receptive fields of first order nerve fibers, as demonstrated in 

·the .Results, increase dramatically in size as a function of stimul\lS 

intensity. Therefore, as the intensity of a punctate stimulus .is 

increased, additional nerve fibers are "recruited" into theresponding 

popJ..llation. The resulting increase in "functional~. innervation density 

(number of fibers affected by a given stimulus) affects AFPs in the same 

manner as an increase in anatomica~ innervation density,· suggesting that 

the ability to localize a point stimulus in a givep region of skin shouid 

inc.rease aS:· a function of .stimulus intensity-. 

The overall "height" of the NRF for ·a given neuron reflects the 

sensitivity of the neuron across its receptive field. Manipulation of 

NRF height for hypothetical ·neurons demonstrates that neur,al populations 

consisting of neurons wi·th NRFs r
1

ef~ecting a high degree of sensitivity, 

show a greater difference in the AFPs resulting from presentation of two 

stimuli than do populations with "flatter" NRFs. NRF height is also a 

function of stimulus intensity, as demonstrated in Figure .26, leading to 

the conclusion that increased stimulus intensity should increase.the 

discriminability of stimuli. 

Thus, point localization appears to be primarily affected by the 
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density·:- of innervation of a particular region of skin: the greater the 

innervation density, the greater the_ ability to localize the stimulus. 

Differences in neuronal sensitivity, as reflected in the "height8
' of 

unitary NRFs also _affects discriminabili ty .as related to a point 

localization task: increased sensitivity across the responding population 

of fibers increases the discriminability of ~int stimuli. However, 

given minimal receptive field overlap, receptive field size is clearly 

unrelated to variations in point loc~lization threshold. 

3. The relative discriminative capacities of. dif.ferent skin regions of 

the raccoon: predictions based upon across-fiber patterns. 

Point localization. Tests of the ability 'of human, subjects to 

discriminate between the locations of .stimuli sequentialiy_:applied to the 

skin have been. used throughout the history of psychophysics ·in efforts to 

define the relative discriminative capa_ci_ties of different regions of 

skin (refer to Boring, 1942)o In a replication of the classic work of 

Weber (1852), Weinstein (1968) demonstrated the inhomogeneity of the body 

surface for this form of tactile acuity.· Weinstein specifically tested 

the prediction of a proximal to distal gradient of discriminability on 

the limbs, with the more distal regions held to be most sensitive to 

changes in stimulus locationo The error of point local'ization across the 

limbs confirmed the hypothesis. on: the upper extremities, point 

localization was better on the digits on the palm, and better on the palm 
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I 

than on ·:the arm. On the lower extremities, po*-nt localization on the 

hallux was signific~ntly better than on the sole of th~ foot, and better 

on the sole than on the leg. 

Comparable behavioral data are lacking for the raccoon. However, 

using the relative magnitudes of the differences in the AFPs produced· by 

stimuli at adjacent test points on the digit (Locations 1 and 2), distal· 

pad (Locations 3 and 4) and proximal pad (Locations 5 and 6), it is 

,-
possible to predict the relative·ability of the raccoon to discriminate 

between sequentially applied stimuli, a constant distance apart, in each 

of the three skin zones. 

:·f" 

Table VI presents estimates of the relative ability of· the raccoon 

to localize punctate stimuli in three skin regions of· each paw. The 

upper row of numbers consists of the calculated differences between the . 

AFPs produced by application of the' 62.5 gram probe at adjacent skin test 

sites. The difference between the patterns was calculated as the sum of 

the absolute change in number of spikes.evoked during the first 500 

milliseconds after stimulus onset in each neuron of the responding 

population when the probe was moved from Location X to Location Y~ The 

next row presents the number of fibers in the sample population.. If the 

number of fibers for each skin region accurately reflected the · 

differences in innervation density occurring across each paw, then ratios 

of the differences in the AFPs of the neuronal samples would provide good 



TABLE VI 

Predictions of the Relative Ability ,9f the Raccoon to Localize Stimuli 

at Different Skin Regions of the.Forepaw and Hindpaw 

Forepaw locations (x,x> Hindpaw locations (x;y) 

i,2 3,4 5,6 1,2 3~4 5 ,·-6 

--
AFPx - AFPy 672 425 . 56 247 214 80 

Number of fibers 41 36 11 18 25" 18 

Average dhange_in spikes/fiber lG. 39 11.81 5.09 13.72 8.56 4.44 

Relative innervation density* 1.00 • 39 .11 1.00 .43 .24 

Relative point localization 16.39 4.61 .56 13.72 3.68 1.07 

.1~~ 
3 • 56 : 1 8 • 2 3 : 1 ~~ 

29.27:1 12.82:1 

* From Figure 22 
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estimates of the relative ability of the raccoon to localize stimuli in 

the different skin regions. As discussed previously, the distribution of 

the nerve fibers examined does not accurately reflect the relative 

innervation densities of the three regions _because of sampling bias 

inherent in the expertmental design. It was therefore necessary to 

adjust the values presented in the·first row of Table VI to reflect the 

differences expected to occur in the intact animal, i.e., to accurate~y 

reflect the total number of fibers which would be responsive to the 

stimulus at each location. This was accomplished by multiplying the 

average change in spike per neuron (presented in row three of Table VI) 

by-a factor representing the relative innervation density of each of the 

· ... ·f' 

·skin regions (row four, Tqble VI). The products (row five, Table VI) 

should accurately reflect the relative ability of the raccoon to localize 
' 

stimuli the larger the number, the greater the ability to localize a 

point stimulus. The ratios presented at the bottom of Table VI are 

therefore predicted to r-epresent the· relat.ive ·ability of. the raccoon to 

discriminate variation in stimulus location between the bracketed skin 

regions. These predictions, based _ upon the neural data, clearly 

demonstrate the expected proximal to distal increase in tactile acuity 

across each paw. 

The ratios involving the most proximal points on .the· forepaw are 

most likely exaggerated in magnitude. Locations 5 and 6 were determined 
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to be on the fringe of the skin area innervated by. the median nerve.. An 

examination of the distribution of the radial nerve in one animal 

revealed some·overlap in innervation.inthis region. Vogel". Poulos and 

Lende (unpublished data) also found that· fibers from the ·radial and ulnar. 

nerves approached the volar aspect of the raccoon's paw from a 

dorsolateral direction. The estimates of innervation density a~ross the 

forepaw were based solely upon the activity'recorded in the median nerve. 

·The relative innervation density of the proximal portion of·the palmar 

skin was therefore underestimated to a greater degree than · the distal 

portion, which lies more ceptrally within the field of innervation of the 

median nerve. Therefore, because of the direct relati,onship' between 

innervation density and point loca~ization, it is anticipated ~that the 

predictions presented in Table VI underestimate the ability of the 

raccoon to localize a stimulus on·the proxima~ palmar skin (Locations 5 

and 6). With more complete data regarding innervation ~ensi~y, the 

prediction will become more· accurate. 

TableVII presents predictions ·of the relative ability ,of the 

raccoon to localize stimuli presented :at comparable locations· on the 

fgrepaw and hindpaw. For the reasons discussed above regarding the 

I 
estimate of innervation density for the proximal forepaw, only the digit 

and distal pad regions are compared. To estimate the ·difference in 

relative point localization between the paws, the.ratios obtained across 



TABLE VII 

Predictions of the Relative Ability of th~ Raccoon to Localize 

Stimuli at Comparable Skin Regions of the Paws 

Relative point localization 
for each paw* 

Relative innervation density 
between paws** 

Relative_point localization 
between:;paws 

* From Table VI 
** From Figure 25 

Forepaw locations Hindpaw locations 

. 1, 2 3,4 1,2 3_,4 

3.56 1.0 3.73 1.0 

2.5 2.3 1.0 1.0 

8.90 2.3 

L--v-J 
3.73 1.0 

L--v-J 
2. 39:1 2.3:1 
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each paw were multiplied by the relative _innervation densities between 

comparable regions of the two paws.. In accordance with the acros.s-.fiber 

pattern model, the ratios of the resulting values are predicted to be 

indicative of. the magnitude ·of the differences· ~n relative point 

localization between the bracketed skin regions. ··It is therefore 

predicted that the error of localization on the forep~w digit is 2.37-

times less than that on the hindpaw digit, and the error on the forepaw 

pad is predicted to be 2.30 times less than for ~-comparable -region of 

the hindpaw. 

Intensity discrimination. Figures 33 and 34 illustrate the relative 

abilities ::bf the neuronal output from different skin regions to ericode 

changes in Stfmulus intensity~ Figure 33 shows the total number of 

spikes evoked in the populations of fibers responding to stimulation at 

each ·forepaw skin test site as a function of stimul-us intensity. These 

II intensity functions" ther.efore present the neural. maSS evoked by each 

stimulus intensity at each test siteo The slopes of the curves are 

·indicative of the relative ability of the. population to encode ch,anges in 

intensity. Presuming that a jnd for intensity discrimination is some 

constant change . in total- neural activity, the grea.ter the slope of the 

curve for a given population, the greater the number of discrete steps in . 

intensity that can be discriminated. Visual inspection of the curves 

suggests that the more distal regions of skin are· much . better equipped 



Figure 33. The effect of increasing stimulus intensity upon the total 

number of spikes evoked in populations of median nerve fibers. 

"Intensity functions" ~ plotted for the ~pulations of nerve fibers 

re.sponsive to stimulus application at each of the six skin test points. 

As indicated by the variation in the slopes of the respective curves, a 

greater change in total activity was produced by .! given change in 

intensity distally than proximally, suggesting a proximal to distal 

increase in the ability. to discriminate changes in stimulus intens·ity. 
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Figure 34. The effect of increasing stimulus intensity upon the total 

number of spikes evoked in populations of tibial nerve fibers. As in 

Figure 33, the total number of spikes evoked in the· respective neural 
--- ----- ------

populations is plotted as a function of stimulus intensity for each of 
~------- ---------~ --- ---- --

the six skin test pc:>i;nts •. The stippling indicates the approximate 

''intensity functions" produced, emphasizing the similarity· between the 

curves produced at adjacent t~st ·sites. A proximal to distal increase in 

the discr~inability of intensive changes is indicated. 
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neurally to discriminate changes along an intensive continuum.· 

Figure 34 is a similar treatment of the hindpaw data - neural mass 

is piotted as a function of stimulus intensity for each of the six test 

points. The stippling indicates the approximate intensity functions, 

emphasizing the similarity between th~· functions for adjacent test sites. 

A proximal to distal increase in intensity discriminability is indicated. 

The gradients reflecting the relative discriminative capacities of 

the different skin regions of the raccoon ·(distal> proximal, 

forepaw>hindpaw), obtained through analysis of across-fiber patterns, a~e 

consonant with a priori expectations which were based upon human 
e 

··~ 

psychophysical data combined with the observation of the raccoon's 

extraordinary use of the forepaw as a tactile instrument. The 

predictions of the relative differences in point localization thresholds 

across the skin are testable and have a firm basis in the theory of 

across-fiber patt~rns. Similar gradients might be predicted from the 

labeled-):ine perspectiveJ based, for example, on the observed correlation 
./..·,· 
·( 

between innervation density and ·tactile acuity$ The mechanism 

responsible for fine tactile discriminability, however, cannot be 

explained in terms of labeled-lines. 

4. Across-fiber patterning: the advantages of the model~ 

The foregoing has been an attempt to describe the neural 
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representation of ·the· stimulus attributes of location and intensity. By 

demonstrating the applicability of the across-fiber ·patterning model to 

thi.s problem, an explicit alternative to the classical ~labeled-line" 

view of somatosensory codi~g is offered. 

As described.above, this alternative is based upon the breadth ·of 

sensitivity of single fibers and the extensive over'lap of receptive . 

fields - just those features of first-ord~r neural organization which 

pose the greatest diff:iculties for .the .. labeied-line hypOthesis. The 

across-fiber pattern model emphasizes the neural. r~presentation of the 

stimulus in the· ratios of activity produced across many fibers ·responding 

in concert:·~·:rather than focusing on the respon·siveness of individual 

neural elements. 

It is concluded that the neural basis for unambiguous representation 

of stimulus location and stimulus intensity can be adequately described 

in terms of the AFPS produced. Even small chang.es in stimulus location 

substantially. alter the "form" of the AFP, whereas intensive changes, 

which produce roughly parallel -changes in the rate of responding of all 

of the fibers affected, yield a change in AFP "height" rather than 

"form." 

In addition to proyiding for unambiguous representation of · the 

stimulus attributes of location and intensity,· several other advantages 
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are offered by the across-fiber patterning model. The primary advantage 

is one of economy. Every sensory system is faced with the problem of 

encoding all aspects of the relevant stimulus dimensions with a very 

limited number of neurons. Since the number of different AFPs greatly 

exceeds the number of neurons, across-fiber patterning can account for 

adequate ·representation of a continuum of stimuli with a small population 

of neurons (Erickson, 1968, 1973). 

The across-fiber patterning model also offers the advantage of 

message stability. AFPs are relatively unaffected by random variations 

in the responsiveness of their individual constituents or neuron loss or 

damaqe. The emphasis is on activity distributed across fibers, not 

isolated neurons. 

Among the numerous candidate neural codes (refer to· Perkel and 

Bullock, 1968), across-fiber patternin~ is outstanding in its apparent 

general applicability to numerous sensory systemso ~revious studies have 

demonstrated the applicability of. the model to the encoding of taste 

quality (Doetsch and Erickson, 1970; Erickson, 1963; Erickson et al., 

1965), color (Erickson, 1967; 1974), sound localization (Eisenman, 1974), 

joint angle or limb position (Erickson, · 1974) and skin temperature 

(Erickson and Poulos, 1973).. The_present_investigation extends the model 

to the I;'epresentation of stimulus location and intensity in the 

somatosensory S,Y!?tem. The general applicability of any theory of coding 
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is important·. As discussed by Erickson ( 197.3), all_ sensory systems have 

the common task of conveying information to the brain which must then 

integrate the input from both within and across sensory systems. A high 

level . ·of correspondence ·between the codes used by each system is 

therefore to be expected. 



V. SUf.1MARY 

1o The discharg~ and receptive field properties of 129 median nerve 

·fibers and 61 posterior tibial n~rve fibers were examined in an 

effort to det_ermine the ·neural codes for, stimulus location and 

stimulus intensity. Only those fibers with receptive fields 

overla-pping one or ·more of s_ix preselected skin points were 

. . . 

included : in the study. This- procedure allowed reconstruction of 

the population·responses evoked -u~n stimuiation of the test 

sites. 

; 

2. The classification scheme of Pubols and Pubols (~973-), based upon 

the rate of adaptation to a sustained stimulus __ was applied to the/ 

resul~s to assess its value and reliability in organizing the 

data. The resulting classes of nerve fibers (RA,MSA and VSA) were 

found to be internally homogeneous ~ith regard to threshold and 

threshold. receptive field size. (Refer to 3 ,_ 4 and 9 below.-) 

3. No difference was found in the distributions ·of threshold for the 

median and . tibial nerve samples. Median threshold vaiues, as 

determined with a set of nylon filaments calibrated for force, 

178 
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were identical for the RA, MSA and VSA fibers innervating both 

paws. A di~tal to proximal i~crease in single fiber thresholds 

was seen on both paws. Thus, this classification system does not 

·discriminate threshold differences. 

4. Threshold receptive field areas were not significantly different 

at any location on either paw. No significant difference w~s 

detected in threshold receptive field areas among the RA, MSA arid 

VSA fibers. 

S. Mean receptive field areas on the forepaw digit and the.· h~ndpaw 

digit were not significantly different .at any mapping intensity. 

At all:intensities greater than threshold, all receptive fields 

were quite large relative to expected acuity measures. The large 

size and extensive overlap of the receptive fields P9Se severe 

problems for a strict labeled-line view of coding, challenging the 

hypothesis that small receptive fields will predominate in skin 

regions specialized for performing fine discriminations. 

\. 

6~ The receptive fields were shown to possess a single point of 

maximum sensitivity (lowest threshold)o Threshold was shown to 

increase as a function of distance from the receptive field focus. 
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7. The discharge of individual nerve fibers was demonstrated to 

dep~nd upon both stimulus location and st~ulus intensity. It was 

therefore impossible for the discharge of a single fiber to 

·accurately encode either stimulus parameter. 

8. "On", "on-off" and "off" discharge was shown to vary as a function 

of stimulus location and intensity. The variable occurrence of 

such responses was shown to contribute to the ambiguou·s ·nature of 

the discharge rate of single fibers. 

9. The rate of adaptation to a sustained stimulus-was demonstrated to 

vary as a function of stimulus location and stimulus intensity. 

10. The integrated voltages of compound action potentials evoked by 

electrical stimulation of the skin were used to estimate 

variations in innervation density across the glabrous surface of 

the forepaw and hindpaw. It was demonstrated that innervation 

density decreases sharply in a distal to proximal direction across 

each paw. 

11. The median and tibial nerves were found to contain 23,600 and 

21,200· myelinated fibers, respectivelye The skin areas innervated 

by each nerve were estimated to be 4,990 and 11,320 sq. mm. With 
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certain assumptions, these measurements allowed calculation of the 

difference in innervation density between the two paws. The ratio 

of forepaw to hindpaw innervation density was estimated to be 

·2. 5: 1, confirming the assumption that innervation density would be . 

greater in the behaviorally ~pecialized forepaw. 

12. Reconstruction of the population responses to changes in stimulus 

location and stimulus intensity in · accordance with the 

across-fiber pattern theory. demonstrated unambiguous 

representation of the stimulus parameters. The location of the 

stimulus was encoded in the ratio of activity across all··. of the 

.. : ..... 

nerve fibers responding to the stimulus. Even small changes in· 

stimulus position resulted in considerable changes in this 

'across-fiber pattern.• Intensity changes, rather than changing 

the 'fo~· of the across-fiber pattern, resulted in changes in the 

'height' of the patte~n generated. 

13. By calculating the absolute differences between the across-fiber 

patterns resulting from stimulation at different skin locations, 

it was possible, based upon the basic tenet.s of . the across-fiber 

/. 

pattern theory, to make predictions regardinq the relative 

discriminability of the ,stimuli. The expected pr<?ximal to distal 

increase in discriminability was confirmed for. stimuli varying in 
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location and intensity on both paws. The discriminability of 

stimuli delivered to each of the glabrous skin locations on the 

forepaw was shown to be greater than the discriminability of. 

·stimuli delivered to comparable ·skin regions on the hindpaw. 



VI. APPENDIX 

An ~nalysis of the Weinstein-Semmes pressure anesthesiomete~ probes. 

The stimuli used in these experiments consisted of a set of nylon 

monofilaments mounted in plastic handles (Weinstein-Semmes Pressure 

Anesthesiometer, Model PR-11, Research Media, Inc.). The manufacturer 

marks each probe in the series with a number which represents the 

logarithm of ten times the force in milligrams required to bend the 

filament when appropriately applied. 

Prior.:;to initiation· of this series of experiments, each probe was 

inspected with the aid of a microscope. The tips, which were found to 

vary considerably in configuration, were carefully trimmed so that each 

probe ended in a flat, circular· disk. The probes were calibrated by 

applying each monofilament to the pan of a Mettler top-loading balance 

(Model 162A) in the man~e~ sugg~sted by Werner and Olmer· (1970)~ A piece 

of surgical tape was placed in the center of.the pan to prevent slippage 

of the tip upon application of the probe •. The handle of the probe was 

mounted on a micr_omanipulator such that the filament was perpendicular to 

the balance. The force· (in grams) required to buckle the filament was 

recorded, as was the steady-state force exerted by the probe. 

183 
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The diameters of the filaments were measured with a micrometer to 

allow calculation of the pressure (grams/sq. mm) exerted by each probe. 

These data are presented in Table VIII, along with the values calculated 

from the manufacturer's calibrations. 
) 

All measured values presented 

correspond to the mean value of ten measurements~ The measured buckling 

forces, which were measures of the maximum forces exerted by the probes, 

were used throughout the preceding text. 



TABLE VIII 
_, 

An Analysis of the Series of Stimulus Probes 

Measured Mei'l.sured Calculated 
Probe Ma~1uf. Calculated Diam. ·Area ·;Buckling stea:~y-state Pressure 

# # Force (g) (mm) (sq. mm) Force (g) Force (g) ( g/sq. :tnm) 

1 1.65 .0045 .• 0635 .0032 .0048 .0046 1.516 
2 2. 36 .0229 .0762 .0046 .0177 .0080 3.883 
3 2.44 .0276 .1067 .0089 .0459 .0414 5.136 
4 2.83 .068 .1219 .0117 .0648 .0564 5.555 
5 3.22 .166 .1321 .0137 .0980 .0863 7.154 
6 3.61 .408 .1651 .0214 .2603 .2303 12.17 
7 3.84 .693 .2007 .0316 .5380 .4765 17.01 
8. 4.08 1.20 .2286 .0410 .9105 .8025 22.20 
9 4.17 1.48 .25.65- .0517 1.342 1.195 25.98 

10 4.31 2.05 .2946 .0681 2. 382 2.111 34.96 
11 4.56 3.64 • 3683 .1065 5.640 5.170 52.97 
12 4.74 5.51 • 3556 .0993 4.523 3.979 45.57 
13 4.93 8.53 .4318 .1464 9.450 8.452 64.57 
14 5.07 11.8 .5029 .1985 15.69 14.65 79.04 
15 5.18 15.2 .5207 .2128 16.98 15.58 79 •. 78 
16 5.46 28.9 .5563 .2429 27.00 24.33 111.1 
17 5.88 76.0 .7188 .4056 62.50 54.67 154.1 
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